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So it starts like this: here is somebody, drowning. 
Not literally, but she is having some troubles. Nothing too profound. 

She is not, for example, trying to solve a murder. She is not searching for a 
lost treasure tucked away in a tomb somewhere. She is not “the chosen 
one”, nor has she been handed a magical weapon and told to save the king-
dom. What is important is that this individual is more or less like you and 
me. Whatever her problem is, it will not take her to strange, exotic lands. 
There will be very little blood. Most likely, no Gods will be invoked.  

This person, however, has quirks. Something just distinct enough to 
keep her at a curious distance from us. She might, for example, be obsessed 
with how the current price of copper in international markets makes the 
production of new pennies extremely wasteful. She might even have a mild 
obsession with the fact that the Department of Treasury still allows pennies 
to be produced. She might give long speeches to worried friends about how 
the continued production of the penny is representative of everything 
wrong with the United States. These friends might nod their heads and try 
to change the subject.  

This is not our person’s primary conflict, though. This is a motif. Or 
better yet: a correlative, representative of some deeper problem in this in-
dividual’s life. Maybe her mother has just passed away due to unknown 
circumstances. Maybe she has left behind a number of very large debts, 
which our character is incapable of paying. Maybe our character is currently 
attending a large liberal arts college on the west coast and is already strug-
gling to pay her student loans, as well as her rising living expenses.  

Perhaps our character’s problems culminate in a trip back home, to the 
small, Midwestern town she once left precisely on account of its smallness. 
When we meet this character, maybe she is surveying some long, desolate 
expanse of prairie. Or maybe she is looking over a collection of her 
mother’s things, rifling through forgotten legal documents, pulling old 
dresses and blouses out of a closet and laying them on a flowered bed-
spread.  



 

Better yet: maybe our character hasn’t even arrived yet. Maybe she’s 
currently mid-flight, rambling about the irrelevance of the penny to the dis-
interested traveling businessman seated next to her. Maybe our character is 
breathlessly explaining, while she chomps down airlines peanuts in a man-
ner unbecoming of a girl her age, that the penny actually costs 1.8 cents to 
mint, and that the U.S. government wasted $105 million dollars last year 
producing them. 

This, she will say while running her peanut-greased fingers over her 
shaggy college sweatshirt, is the problem with America. We prioritize a fake, 
whitewashed history over a wasteful reality. It’s endemic of everything 
wrong with us, she might say. We cannot see our own faults, so we go on 
celebrating them until they destroy us. The penny is not just a penny. The 
penny is neocolonialism, neo-conservatism, neoliberal capitalism.  

She will go on and on about this while the poor, corn-fed Midwestern 
man nods politely. We will empathize with this man, while begrudgingly 
agreeing with the girl. She’s right, we might think to ourselves, but certainly 
there is a better way to go about this? Certainly she doesn’t need to go on 
and on about how fat and lazy Americans are to this poor man—who is, 
we might note, not too thin himself? 

But we’ll cut her some slack. Already we are planning to empathize. 
Maybe this person is a caricature of a certain kind of liberal intellectual, the 
one that allows the perceived moral righteousness of their opinions to over-
power their obligation to treat other people like human beings. The kind 
that so quickly announces our obligation to justice and human dignity, while 
offering no such respect to the people she shares airplane seats with.  

Or, more likely, we might think this character is intentionally being por-
trayed as rude and disconnected to confuse us. Certainly the penny thing is 
evidence of something deeper, some problem that we will uncover over the 
course of our time with her. We are fairly trained with this. We have studied 
psychology. We know the ways in which internal conflict can twist the mir-
ror inside the human mind, make it reflect the world in warped, sinister 
ways.  

This will be justified when, just as the plane is landing, our gentle busi-
nessman turns to our character and says something like, “So, what brings 
you to X County? Family?” 

“Yes,” our character will say nonchalantly. “My mother just died.” 
And we will think: Ah! Yes! Of course. The pennies were just a ruse. 

This is a Human Story—a story about death and grief and loss. It requires 
no guns or interstellar dogfights. No need for super powers here. No need 
for ancient prophecies or boy wizards. We will be dealing with the real, 



honest, hard stuff. 
So it goes on. Our character will return to her hometown and gradually 

reveal herself to us. We might find out that she has not actually been home 
in years. Via some sparse dialogue with old friends and distant family mem-
bers, we might find out that her mother was deathly ill for over a year, and 
our character refused to come home and visit, despite her mother’s contin-
ued attempts to make her do so. We will be confounded by this strange 
woman and her reluctance to care for her mother. She will give these people 
terse replies. She will come off as uncaring, even hostile. And throughout: 
she will mention pennies. Just little comments. Things these people 
wouldn’t notice—but we do.  

We might wonder: what is being hidden here? What causes a young 
woman to ignore her mother’s dying wish? Why the pennies? Why does she 
dread the idea of waste so fervently?  

But we are patient. Like phantoms, we will follow this woman as she 
wanders through her childhood home, her fingers tracing long, meandering 
lines along walls she has not seen in years, lingering over old trinkets—a tin 
dog that jumps when a quarter is inserted into its paw, a forgotten relative’s 
porcelain music box, a stack of dusted records underneath an old record 
player—as she moves from room to room, her mind fogged up with mem-
ories. We might notice that, when no one is around, this young woman is 
remarkably quiet; that she moves slowly and cautiously, as though she were 
afraid the world might shatter if she stepped on the wrong stretch of carpet. 

We might find out that this character’s mother had once dated a man 
who was not our character’s father (maybe he ran off, maybe he died, we 
don’t really know.) Maybe this man had an improper understanding of the 
relationship between a stepfather and his stepdaughter. Maybe this man 
made the occasional moon-lit visit to our character’s bedroom, did the 
kinds of things that make us crinkle our eyes in disgust and rage. 

And perhaps this character’s mother turned a blind eye. We don’t know 
why. Maybe she didn’t know. Maybe she was scared. Maybe the thing was 
allowed to go on for at least a few months, maybe a year, before this man 
died in a drunk driving accident. 

We will think: of course. We knew it. Trauma has turned this character’s 
personality into a long string of razor wire. Her hatred for her mother can 
most certainly be traced back along this thin thread of pain. We are begin-
ning to understand her. 

And yet, why the pennies? Certainly trauma can’t account for such a 
thing. It might be something like this: maybe this man had a habit of leaving 
pennies around the house. Of leaving change on coffee tables, in couch 



 

cushions, next to the sink in the bathroom, where they turned green and 
smudged from oxidation. Maybe these stray bits of change served as con-
stant reminders of this man’s terrifying proximity to her life. Maybe her 
inability to avoid these bits of change drove her to the brink of suicide. 

Or perhaps that’s too easy. Maybe we should not draw such a clean and 
clear line between this woman’s trauma and her present preoccupation with 
American currency. Already we are thinking: could it be as simple as this? 
A story of a girl who hates her mother for doing what so many bad mothers 
have done in so many other stories? 

So maybe this: the mother was obsessed with change. She devoted more 
time to the acquisition and collection of small coins than any other pursuit 
in her life. She would incessantly search the house for it, turning over couch 
cushions, rooting behind bed posts, opening drawer after drawer until the 
whole place looked like it had been robbed, even going so far as to dump 
out every trash can in the house. How many times did this girl come home 
to find her mother hunched over piles of old food packaging and crumpled 
napkins, one hand searching through carpet filaments, the other clutching 
nickels, dimes, quarters and, more often than not, pennies?  

How might this have made her feel? To see her mother searching so 
hard for lost bits of worthless metal, while her daughter’s life was system-
atically obliterated? How would we imagine her anger, her desolation, as 
she cleaned up after her mother each day, refilling the trashcans, pushing 
the bedposts back against the wall, closing the drawers and cabinets, replac-
ing the cushions on the couch? 

No. Of course we can’t. Which is the whole point of this, after all. To 
taste honest horror. To shake our heads and bite the insides of our cheeks. 
Already we are thinking: of course this girl is obsessed with pennies, with 
their waste. Her obsession has a history. Bits of useless copper, not even 
worth the metal they’re made of, were more important to her mother than 
the violation of her own daughter. This, we think. The real, brutal, human 
stuff. This is what we wanted.  

The woman might make her way to her mother’s room. We have ideas 
about what might happen there. We know the story has nearly run its 
course. We are not expecting something like a resolution. We require some-
thing more complex, on account of our tastes. We are not so naïve as to 
think that trauma can be solved by a short plane ride home, a few recollec-
tions, some snips of conversation with long lost boyfriends and pastors.  

So what might she find in the closet? A box of photographs, maybe? 
Pictures of this character as a young girl, before things fell apart, smiling at 
a camera? And at the bottom of the box, a letter? A note of apology, never 



sent, laced in remorse? Her mother’s words: “I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I will 
never be forgiven but I am so sorry.” Something like that? 

No. Of course not. Far too easy. Certainly not modern. 
Jars. That’s what she might find. Glass jars full of pennies. Stacked all 

the way to the roof of the closet. Some as large as whiskey barrels, some as 
small as coffee cans. All of them lumped together in the old closet like an-
imals hiding from the light. 

Our character might stare at these barrels for a long time, her breathe 
held tight and painful in her lower stomach. We know what she’s thinking. 
There is actually quite a bit of money here, useless metal or no. Enough to 
help a little with the funeral, at least. She might laugh, no humor in the 
sound, as she considers that her mother had at least left a little something 
behind to help. Maybe our character will give her that. 

Or maybe she will think: I am going to take all of these and put them in 
a car. I am going to drive to the first body of water I can find and dump 
them into the murky depths. In a thousand years the planet’s currents might 
form them into something useful. Maybe I will melt them down, make them 
molten, and pour them down my throat. I will make myself hard and me-
tallic from the inside out. 

Or maybe: we have missed someone this whole time.  
An old friend. Another person this character has ignored since she left 

for college. Maybe she was this woman’s only real childhood friend, a class-
mate who took an interest in her isolated peer. Perhaps she would spend 
long afternoons with our character, wandering down overgrown country 
paths, talking about how small and stupid their town was, dreaming of the 
blinking lights and noises of cities that seemed to be glowing just over the 
horizon.  

Maybe this friend slowly realized that something was amiss at our char-
acter’s home— began to wonder about the bruised wrists, the empty 
glances, the muted responses to questions about family life. Maybe this 
friend began to develop a theory and tested it, and realized what was going 
on. She might have even tried to alert the authorities. Maybe our character 
lashed out.  

Because this friend didn’t understand how these things worked. Because 
this friend didn’t understand the delicate equilibrium of her home, the way 
that she had learned to navigate those treacherous waters without getting 
caught in a storm. 

So maybe our character left this friend behind—fled to her west coast 
city and never bothered to talk to this other girl again. And maybe this 
friend—who perhaps didn’t have the best grades, or was depressed, or had 



 

a sick brother—didn’t get out. Maybe she stayed behind, waiting, working 
as a desk attendant at a local dentist’s office.  

Maybe, we think, this story isn’t really about this character’s mother, or 
her monster of a stepfather. It could be about these two girls, and the way 
that misguided goodness can break people up, turn the sweet thing between 
them toxic. Maybe this girl walks up from behind our character, who is 
staring down at all these worthless pennies, and puts a hand on her shoul-
der. 

Maybe she says something nice, like how the cost of making pennies 
has actually decreased in recent years. From 2.4 cents to 2 cents, to 1.8 
cents. Or that, even considering the price, the penny doesn’t actually put 
the U.S. Mint in a deficit, because it makes up for the cost through selling 
circulating coins to the Federal Reserve Banks and collector's edition coins 
in the open market. She might say: there’s still hope. They don’t have to be 
worthless forever. 

Or she might not say anything at all. 
And the story will end, hovering somewhere near this idea, just in the 

midst of the action. We won’t know what our character will do—if she will 
take the coins to a bank, if she will dump them in the river, if she will shout 
at her friend for being stupid and sentimental, for trying to fix her problems 
with a few empty words. But this is as it should be. We know better than 
to expect easy answers.  

This is a Human Story. A story about survival in the modern world. We 
will carry this character back into our lives like a protective talisman, an-
other bit of human trauma to contemplate on our commute. We might 
think to ourselves: life is so complex. There is so much pain to be rooted 
through, with so little reward.  

What we might not do is think of our character, standing in front of 
that closet, her eyes running over enough pennies to drag someone to the 
bottom of the sea. We may forget to consider what she is supposed to do, 
stuck there at perhaps the worst moment of her life, with no one to tell her 
what comes next. We will not think, really, of how much has been taken 
from her: the way she thinks of her life as a jumbled assembly of broken 
parts, or the way she holds herself in bed at night, her body drenched in 
sweat, as she dreams of suffocating under miles of deep brown copper.  

We might not think that it is wrong to build a person out of ink and 
flakes of paper, and leave her to flounder there, to fend for herself, with no 
happy ending in sight. And we certainly won’t think of giving her an en-
chanted sword and telling her that she is the king’s lost daughter, that her 
heart is pure and full of bravery. We will not let her stand up to the long-



toothed shadows haunting the wilds of her family’s ancient kingdom. We 
are not so stupid, not so naïve, as that.  

We will keep living our lives. We will find new characters to contemplate 
on our rainy afternoons. We will carry on, thinking we are good people.  

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

When did you write “The Real, Honest, Hard Stuff”?  
I started it in January; right after New Year’s. 

 
Did you have a difficult time deciding the title of your work? Were 
there any other titles you were considering?  

I can’t say I considered any other titles for the story. The moment I 
wrote the words in the story itself, I knew I wanted to use them as the title. 

 
What inspired “The Real, Honest, Hard Stuff”? Are any of its themes 
inspired by your own life?  

I had recently finished Ben Marcus’ anthology, New American Stories 
(which is really, really good, by the way), and I was thinking about some of 
the tropes that seemed to keep reappearing in successful contemporary 
prose. I thought it might be fun to recreate this structure, and then turn it 
back on itself. I didn’t really think of it as anything more than an interesting 
exercise, something to pass the time between my more “serious” stories. 
Once I started, though, the writing ended up being more complex than I 
expected. There was suddenly a lot to be unpacked: the way we inflict 
trauma on imaginary people and expect them to live with it, as well as the 
manner in which we, as readers, consume trauma for the sake of our own 
development as empathetic people. 

I was also thinking of the stories that first got me into reading and writ-
ing when I was younger, specifically science fiction and fantasy. As I grew 
older, I tended to regard these previous interests as a kind of embarrassing 
digression on my path to being a “real” writer. It took me a long time to 
realize what a foolish, backwards thought that was. Stories are stories— 
beautiful and strange and life altering— whether they’re “serious” or not. 
The first stories people shared with one another were likely a blend of the 
two: the tragically, painfully real, and the grandiose, the strange, the magical. 

 



What was the hardest part of writing “The Real, Honest, Hard Stuff”?  
Probably straddling the line between creating a satirical persona while 

still taking the subject matter seriously. Similarly, I struggled to ensure the 
piece didn’t come off as some kind of manifesto about story telling. Ideally, 
everything lands somewhere in the middle. I want this character and her 
story to be taken seriously —because it unreservedly is— but I also want 
people to feel how absurd, even unjust, the whole endeavor is.  

 
Which part of “The Real, Honest, Hard Stuff” was conceived of first?  

Probably the premise and the first line, which is pretty standard for me. 
I thought it would be fun to bring a reader along for the construction of a 
“literary work,” so that it almost felt like we were collaborating together to 
shape the story. We aren’t, of course— that would be a much more inter-
esting story, I think— but I enjoyed the idea of making it feel that way. 
Once the first line came to me I knew I had something to work with.  

 
Was there anything in your original conception of the story that did 
not make it in?  

I had a lot more stuff about cosmic star fighters and ancient prophecies 
in the first draft. Regrettably, they didn’t make the cut.  
 
Do you primarily write fiction?  

I do. My occasional attempts at poetry mostly resemble a very drunk 
person stumbling into a dark room: lots of bumping into things and crying.  

 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?  

Not that I know of. In recent years I’ve tried to keep a regular schedule: 
write at least five days a week with two days off. That seems to work out 
pretty well for me. 
 
Tell us about your revision process regarding this work.  

Lots of cutting, which is true of most of my work. My first drafts tend 
to repeat the same sentiment again and again. Editing usually means finding 
a way to isolate that sentiment into one or two efficient sentences. You guys 
also did a wonderful job of helping me identify which parts of the story 
were clunky and repetitive.  
 
There was a reference to David Foster Wallace’s “This is Water” that 
didn’t make the final cut. Talk a bit about why and how Wallace’s 
work influenced this one. 



 

I think that speech, as good as it is, has made Wallace a kind of archetype 
for what some people think modern fiction must be: an unrelenting explo-
ration of how we survive the banalities of modern life with transcendental 
grace and good will. That is, of course, an important and beautiful thing to 
explore. It is also a grand simplification of much of Wallace’s work, which 
also focused on the profound imperfections and selfishness of normal peo-
ple. I thought some of the speech’s points might be in the mind of the 
hypothetical reader I was creating in the story, so I decided to include them. 
Unfortunately, that section came off a little preachy and —thanks to your 
input— I removed it.  
 
Despite academia’s hesitance toward commercial fiction’s formulas 
and tropes, you seem to have pointed out that many literary works 
also follow a formula, albeit a different one. What do you make of 
this? 

Well, it’s worth pointing out that there’s nothing inherently wrong with 
“formulas.” I tend to think of all storytelling as formulaic in its own way. 
However, there is an unfortunate tendency among some people in the lit-
erary community to treat plot as something annoying or obstructive, like a 
line you have to wait in to get to the beauty of a story’s language and ideas. 
But I don’t think there’s anything particularly superior about literary or re-
alistic fiction, especially in terms of plot structure. In the case of this story, 
I wanted to confront the way that literary fiction often uses trauma as a 
means to make the reader feel empathetic, as though they were receiving a 
lesson in how to be a better person. That formula usually goes something 
like: Character A is complicated, almost unlikable. When we meet them, 
Character A is in the midst of Event X. Eventually it is revealed that Char-
acter A has experienced some kind of trauma, and the psychological dam-
age has resurfaced in Event X. Due to this, Character A is forced to reen-
gage with the trauma, struggle with it, and possibly find a new and hard-
fought way to move forward with their life. The underlying problem hasn’t 
been fixed, of course, because in our minds that’s an insufficient response 
to conflict. We, as “educated readers,” expect the story to give us questions, 
not answers.  

Again: there’s nothing immediately wrong with this. In fact, it’s a good 
formula that delivers very powerful stories. Yet, for me at least, there’s 
something unsettling about the way that we as readers can sit down on a 
Sunday afternoon, absorb the worst thing that’s happened in someone’s life 
—fictional or otherwise— and move on with our day; like we were eating 
a sandwich or something. And it also leaves me thinking about the kind of 



mythic “commercial” stories we allowed ourselves to read as children— 
where characters struggle against impossible odds and often succeed, grow-
ing into better people along the way. Now, I don’t want that affection to be 
misinterpreted— there is a lot of bad genre fiction. In particular, science 
fiction and fantasy still harbor a whole bunch of really ugly tropes— most 
of them racist, misogynistic, and imperialist— that need to be torn up by 
the roots (of course: the same goes for literary fiction). Nor do I think com-
plexity in storytelling is bad. I just sometimes find myself thinking: if we 
really believe in storytelling, not simply as something we consume but as 
something tangible and important that shapes our world, then what hap-
pens to these people we create? Where do they go? Have we helped them 
grow? Or have we merely taken things away from them to make ourselves 
feel more educated about the human condition? 
 
Who are some of your favorite authors? Which authors influenced 
“The Real, Honest, Hard Stuff”?  

That list could go on forever, I think. Recently, I’ve been blown away 
by Rachel B. Glaser, Catherynne M. Valente, Julia Elliot, and Tessa Mellas. 
In the long term, Toni Morrison, Karen Russell, Virginia Wolf, and George 
Saunders are all tremendously important to me. As for influencing this 
story: probably every piece of contemporary fiction I’ve had the privilege 
to read. They all make their mark.  
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before?  

My work has previously been featured in The First Line, Literary Orphans, 
and apt.  

 
What drew you to Driftwood Press?  

I originally found you on New Pages, and then enjoyed the work you 
published. I particularly liked the interviews you included with each work, 
since I’m pretty obsessed with hearing what writers have to say about their 
work.  
  



 

 

 
 

We call him Charlie Hustle, because Charlie Dugan’s his name, and he's 
the fastest kid we know. In third grade he won the hundred yard dash, and 
then he won it every year after that. Sonny came in second once, and in 
fifth grade I came in eighth, which was the best I ever did in anything. 
Charlie came in first in a lot of things, even though he was skinnier and 
shorter than me.  

It was hot that day except when the wind blew a little. Then it was a 
little cold. That only really happens in March and sometimes the end of 
February. By the end of baseball season, it's just hot. When I played on the 
freshman team last year, I hoped we wouldn't make the playoffs because it 
was already too hot during the end of the season. I quit anyway because I 
never played, except when we were winning or losing by a lot. I only tried 
out to hang with Charlie anyway, but he made varsity his freshman year.  

The baseball game didn't start for another hour, and me and Sonny did-
n't have a ride anywhere. Walmart was too far away to walk just to screw 
with the old people, so we sat on a bench in the courtyard sweating a little. 
Sonny's a Sikh, so he sweats a lot under his turban and crappy beard. He 
was wearing his gray skinny jeans, a teal t-shirt with yellow writing, and all 
black Vans. It was still weird how he wore the turban on top but regular 
clothes on the bottom. People at the school didn't get that he wasn't a Mus-
lim, and so he put up with shit all the time. I liked him because of that. He 
didn't get mad or freak out or anything, no matter how stupid people were.  

Sonny's mom took us to school every morning. Me and him lived next 
door forever, and Dad had to go work early to cut grass at the golf course. 
Usually, Dad would pick us up after school, and we would hang out in my 
backyard shooting shit until Sonny's mom would get home, and Sonny 
would have to go get ready for dinner. Sometimes, Charlie would come too, 
and he'd crack us up because he's funny as hell. But today we wanted to go 
to the game to watch Charlie, so Dad went to the bar after work for a couple 
of beers.  



Louise slept over again last night. She's better looking than Stephanie, 
but maybe it was just because she's skinnier. She's not as skinny as Mom 
was, but she was probably better for Dad. Mom ran off when I was eleven. 
That was four years ago. She was only twenty-seven then. Louise is twenty-
three, and I get hard when she comes out of the bedroom in just her un-
derwear and one of Dad's t-shirts. She has long legs and the shirts aren't 
long enough to cover much of them. She stayed over four times the week 
before. I used to hear them. After I was supposed to be asleep, I would put 
my ear to Dad's bedroom door and listen to the heavy breathing inside. But 
I hadn't done that in a while. Sonny said it was weird and then I didn't do 
it anymore, even though I wanted to every time she stayed over. Sonny 
made fun of me because he said Louise could be my sister, but I said Dad 
would’ve had to have been eight when he had her, so fuck you, Sonny. I 
keep thinking maybe if Louise was there when Dad was gone, I could acci-
dentally use the bathroom when she was taking a shower. She would invite 
me in and blow me a little. Then we could do it in the shower all slippery. 
If Dad came home during, he would see and it would be a big deal. But I 
know Dad would be proud anyway. 

That morning, Louise pretended not to notice me, or maybe she just 
didn't notice me, but I saw the back of her thighs and the bottom of her 
ass when she reached up to get a plate out of the top cabinet. I told Charlie 
and Sonny about it during science when we were supposed to be doing a 
lab. Charlie said he would’ve grabbed her ass, and I said I really wanted to, 
and Sonny gave us both a look, even though I knew he thought she was 
hot too.  

We were still sitting on a bench waiting for the baseball game to start, 
and I couldn't think of anything to say that was important, so I said, 
"C'mon, asshole," to Sonny, "let's go see if anyone's hanging around the 
field yet." 

We walked through the walkway that had lockers on either side. I spit 
in the rain drain that was in the middle. Sonny ran his fingers over the 
latches of the lockers and each one clicked. If we found an open locker we 
would’ve gone through the books to see whose they were. One time, Jenny 
Parker's locker was open, and Sonny took one of her books then gave it to 
her the next day. He said he found it in the parking lot, and he didn't want 
her to get charged for it. So she danced with him at homecoming, even 
though he still was wearing his turban. I saw the pictures. I tried the same 
thing when I opened Rita Nelson's locker. But I left her copy of The Scarlet 
Letter in Dad's Firebird. I'm pretty sure she wouldn't have read it anyway. 
But Rita's short with curly hair, and Jenny's tall with straight blond hair that 



 

she tucks behind her ears. Sonny might’ve been lying about dancing with 
her because Dad flaked out that night and wasn't around to give me a ride. 
Sonny had his mom drive him, but I didn't want to ride with them because 
Sonny's mom looked like a grandma. Sonny's sister is older than Dad, so 
Sonny's mom could’ve been my grandma. But Charlie was there, and he 
said Sonny did dance with Jenny. Charlie got to make out with Allison 
Markem that night at her house because her parents were gone. 

The concrete was bright by the fields. There were a few student council 
kids setting up the concession stands. Katie Thompson was carrying a case 
of bottled water from the storage area to the visiting team's concession 
stand. The bottles pushed up into the bottom of her tits, and she was wear-
ing those little sweat-shorts, with the top rolled down, and socks that went 
up to her knees. There were red and black lines painted under her eyes. She 
was like some kind of spirited baseball girl. Sonny went to talk to A.J. Mo-
rales, so I figured I would talk to Katie a little. We were in math together, 
even though she was a year older, because I'm pretty good at math, so I'm 
a year ahead. I knew her a little bit because I would help her with problems 
or let her copy my homework.  

"Hey, Katie." I should’ve taken the water, but she was almost to the 
concession stand anyway.  

"Hey, James," she smiled. She always smiled; that's probably why she 
was popular. You didn't have to be as pretty to be popular if you just smiled 
a lot. Katie was pretty anyway, but I like her more when she smiled. "Why 
are you here so early?" 

"My dad's working extra time, so I thought I'd hang around for the 
game. My friend Charlie's on the team too, so I figured I'd watch until my 
dad's done with work." 

"I know Charlie. He's cute. Hey James, is your dad coming later? Marci 
told me she has a major crush on him. She said he's pretty hot. She said you 
kind of look like him?" 

Other than being 50 pounds skinnier, I looked a lot like Dad. Dad was 
on the baseball team when he went to school. He played third base. Every-
one said he had the best arm of any player at the school. My hand used to 
sting when we played catch, but I never said anything about it, so Dad just 
kept throwing hard. 

"I like your socks." They made her legs look long. She didn't seem to 
hear because Melissa Neufield asked her to help get the Cokes from the 
storage area. Katie smiled and left. A.J. went to help with the Cokes too, so 
me and Sonny were alone again. 

"How'd it go," said Sonny. 



"I'm totally in." 
"Yeah?" 
"I don't know, asshole, you think I know?" I punched at him, but he 

dodged then hit my left shoulder hard. Sonny knew some Sikh karate or 
something, and he was fast. He's a wing on the varsity soccer team. I go to 
almost every game because they're during the winter when it's nice and cool 
outside. Charlie always says he'll go but then never does. He was flaky like 
that. 

We stood around kicking rocks for a while then clanged our way up to 
the top row of the bleachers. The bleachers on the baseball field were a lot 
smaller than the ones on the football field where the soccer games were 
played, so we weren't that high up. At the soccer games, I could sit in the 
top row all by myself, and watch Sonny play from way high up. When the 
soccer team made the playoffs, Dad came to a game. He even sat up in the 
top row for a while, until Stephanie called, and he went to pick her up be-
cause she didn't have a car. He didn't get back until the game was over. The 
team lost, but Sonny scored a goal on a penalty kick. It was real smooth, 
right into the loose net just behind the post. Everyone thought he'd kick it 
high, like all the other guys—to try to rocket the ball into the top corner of 
the goal—but he didn't. Sonny rolled it slow just inside the post, and the 
goalie dove the wrong way. Sonny was always cool like that.  

The baseball team came out to warm up. I whistled at Charlie. He did a 
little bow and almost got hit in the head with the ball. Charlie's skinnier 
than me, but he's fast and catches most everything. He played short stop 
and batted first. Half the time he would bunt one down the third base line, 
and get to first before the third baseman even got to the ball. Then Kyle 
Derrek would hit something in the infield, and Charlie would always be safe 
at second. They could never turn the double play on him. Charlie's baseball 
pants were baggy, and he had on the team's black home jersey with the big 
red numbers. The other team had a lot of Mexican kids, so I was pretty sure 
we would win. Those poor schools don’t do that well against us in baseball. 
We went to state last year, but lost in the final because the pitcher on the 
other team threw eighty-eight mile per hour fastballs. They say Dad could 
throw ninety, but he never had enough control to pitch.  

Sonny said he wanted to talk to Mr. Gutierrez. Gutes is the soccer coach 
and student council teacher, so he's always at the games. I could see Katie 
in the concession stand, but Melissa Neufield was still there, so I stayed in 
the stands because I didn't want to talk to both of them. People were always 
trying to set me up with girls like Melissa. 

Someone turned on the pre-game music, and a lady with a couple of 



 

little kids sat in front of me. Both the kids had gloves on like they were 
going to catch a foul ball or something. Maybe they didn't realize the fence 
behind the plate would stop foul balls. Sometimes, the ball would get over 
the angled top of the backstop, but then it would go over the bleachers and 
land on the dirt path between the fields. It didn't happen that often though. 
Usually, the ball just rattled the chain link, and the crowd would jump a 
little bit like they were at a horror movie or something.  

Dad used to pull me out of school once a year and take me to a spring 
training game. My favorite stadium was where the A's played. Over the 
bleachers there was a white roof that had weird triangle bumps all over. It 
looked like a hovering iceberg, or the things they put behind the choir to 
make them louder during concerts. It sloped down toward the walkway be-
hind the bleachers where the concession stands sold hot dogs and nachos. 
It didn't really matter why the triangles were there—probably just to look 
good—the point was that when a ball was hit up there, which happened a 
lot, no one knew where it would come down. So a bunch of kids with gloves 
would hang out in the walkway waiting for the thunk of a ball on the roof. 
Then they would all pick a place where they thought the ball might come 
down. The ball would move through the triangles and appear just before it 
fell. If a kid wasn't in the right place there was no way he could move fast 
enough to catch it. One day, in sixth grade, I was in the right place. Dad 
told me where to stand on his way to get another beer, and a ball came right 
to me. I caught it my glove real smooth, and an older kid saw. I wish Charlie 
could’ve seen.  

Sonny came back and said, "Gutes is so funny. He was telling me a story 
about driving in college. He ran over this dog, and its owner was an old lady 
who fell down she was crying so hard." 

Gutes must be at least forty, but he has a flat-top and a ponytail that 
goes down to his belt and a goatee. He wears mustard-yellow shirts with 
ties that have triangle designs, or sometimes his shirts have no collar, just a 
fancy top button. He's voted "funniest teacher" every year, and a lot of the 
girls say he's hot. His drivers' ed. class is always full. Katie told me that Mr. 
Gutierrez gave all the girls nicknames. Hers was Sweet P; P for Princess. I 
don't like Mr. Gutierrez. But I let it go because Sonny wouldn't get it, and 
he would just tell me I hate everyone, and the game was starting anyway. 

Erin Washington sang the National Anthem, and everyone thought it 
was really good because she sang "free" really high and loud. I think she 
gets to sing it because she's black. She's really not that good. I used to be in 
choir, but I quit because I wanted to take weight training, but I didn't get 
in that class anyway, so I just took ceramics instead. 



Katie was by herself in the concession stand, so I gave Sonny a knuckle 
bump and scooted down the bleacher steps. I walked behind the other 
team's dugout with my hands shoved in my pockets. Katie leaned on the 
counter, and her loose t-shirt came halfway off of one of her shiny shoul-
ders. I had to kick the dirt a little so I didn't stare for too long.  

"What can I get you?" 
I didn't have any money. "What's good?" 
"People like the blue Sour Punch Straws. If you buy a Gatorade, you 

can get them for only a dollar." 
I turned my pockets out. "I just came for a free smile, like at McDon-

ald's."  
Katie smiled. It was nice. "I can lend you money. You can pay me back 

tomorrow." 
"Alright." 
Katie took a dollar and two quarters out of the front pocket of her 

shorts. She gave it to me—the dollar was warm—and I handed it right back. 
Then, she gave me the Sour Punch Straws, and I stuffed them into my back 
pocket. An older kid with the other team's shirt on came up behind me, and 
Katie smiled at him too, so it was time to go. 

The sky didn't have any clouds. The blue was a little washed out above 
the mountains and a little brown above the patch of desert east of the fields. 
Sometimes, there are turkey buzzards flying over the desert. I look for them 
every day during Earth Science. The classroom window looks over the de-
sert, and it's one of my favorite parts of the day if I see them. There weren't 
any turkey buzzards though. Nothing was dead.  

Charlie was down in the count when I got back to my seat. 
"He doesn't look good," said Sonny. "His swing is wrong." 
Charlie swung bad at strike three. The pitcher pointed up at the sky. He 

looked sincere.    
Me and Sonny knew a trick. We’d hook our toes on a ridge under the 

bench in front of us, then lean way back over the empty space behind the 
bleachers. We hadn't ever fallen, but we got yelled at by Dr. Howard once. 
It was hard on our backs and stomachs, and Sonny could do it longer. I 
always felt like I was flying a little bit. Sonny stretched his arms straight out 
past his turban, palms up. I thought about trying to put my hands out, but 
I didn't. 

"Remember when we were skating behind the grocery store, and Charlie 
fell trying to do a kick-flip off the loading dock?" I said. 

"He didn't cry, even though he broke his wrist. I've never seen him cry," 
Sonny said. 



 

"You didn't cry at your dad's funeral. Everyone said you should’ve." 
Sonny looked away. I felt my head swelling, so I sat up and went light 

for little bit. Sonny stayed back a while longer. 
Charlie struck out again in the third. He was distracted or something. 

Sonny made cat noises at the other team's batters, until Gutes told him to 
quit it. There was a really fat lady on the visiting side. She was wearing a 
huge green t-shirt and white shorts that disappeared between her thighs.  

"Go get that lady's phone number," Sonny said. 
"What the fuck for?" 
"So you can get crushed under her. Like a baby hippo, man. You like 

them old like that anyway, right?" 
"Fuck you, asshole. Give me two dollars, and I'll go get it." 
Sonny gave me the two dollars. I crossed behind the backstop and 

headed for the fat lady, but when I got close, I just kept going. No sense 
making fun of fat people, they have it bad enough as it is. I wandered to the 
concession stand, but Katie wasn't there. I bought a Coke from Melissa 
Neufield, but I didn't look at her the whole time. I drank the Coke leaning 
on the back wall of the bathrooms. There were a couple of thin clouds. 

When I got back near home bleachers, Jenny Parker was looking around 
by the backstop. "Hey, James, have you seen Sonny?"  

"Sure, he's up top." 
I led Jenny up the aluminum stairs. Sonny was leaning back again. He 

popped up quick and smiled. "Hey Sweet P!" I was going to tell Sonny he’s 
gay for stealing Gutes’ nicknames, but I shut up about it. Sonny took Jen-
ny's hand. She pressed herself against him and kissed him. I pretended not 
to notice. 

"Come and meet my friends. You come too, James," said Jenny. 
"Nah. Got to watch Charlie. Got to watch for Charlie." 
Charlie struck out in the fifth.  
I wanted to talk to Katie again, but she was talking to Charlie through 

the dugout fence. They were both smiling. Charlie said if he ever went out 
with Katie, he would get her to let him touch her big tits. He felt up a couple 
other girls, so it was probably true. Katie kept smiling and pushing herself 
up to the fence. I bet that's why Charlie was swinging bad. Katie hung 
around by the dugout for a little bit when Charlie had to go back to short. 
But she went back to the concession stand eventually. 

Charlie popped out in the seventh. I was going to make fun of him in 
science tomorrow. O-for-four—that's what I decided I would call him. 
Sonny would think it was funny as hell. 

I was tired of sitting alone, so in the eighth I walked down the aluminum 



stairs, past the backstop, the fat lady, the away side bleachers, the conces-
sion stand—Katie pretended not to notice me—and into the desert. I 
looked up at a buzzard circling. It was close enough that I could see its ugly 
red head. It came down a little bit, then changed its mind and the angle of 
its wings and rose up again. The away-side crowd cheered. 

I bought another Coke from Melissa. Melissa smiled at me, but she was 
kind of fat and had acne, so I just nodded at her. I went to drink the Coke 
behind the bathrooms, but Sonny and Jenny were making out back there. 
Sonny's hand was on her ass, right above the bottom of her short jean 
shorts. They didn't notice me. I threw the Coke away and went back to my 
spot on the top of the bleachers.  

It was the bottom of the ninth. The score was tied. Charlie was up. O-
for-five wasn't as funny, but it was still okay. Charlie swung hard at the first 
pitch and almost fell down after he missed. The second pitch came in tight, 
right on Charlie's hands, but he got enough of the bat on it to bloop the 
ball just over the third baseman that was playing in. Charlie took off, 
rounded first hard, and got to second base standing up. He smiled at Katie. 
I clapped hard like I was supposed to, and my hands stung. Kyle Derrek hit 
a slow grounder to first, and Charlie got to third base easily. Mark Benedict 
popped out to the second baseman, so Charlie couldn't tag up. The buzzard 
was gone. Sonny and Jenny were looking over the third base foul fence. 
Katie was watching Charlie through the right field fence. Ben Benedict, 
Mark's older brother and clean-up hitter, dug in. Dad's Firebird pulled into 
the parking lot behind the left field fence. Louise was in the passenger seat. 
Charlie had a huge lead. Sonny and Jenny were holding hands walking back 
to the bleachers. Ben fouled one hard over the first base line. If it had stayed 
fair, it would’ve been a home run. Sonny stopped and kissed Jenny on the 
cheek. Dad was walking toward the field with his arm around Louise's waist, 
and it was pulling up her shirt so I could see her smooth belly. Ben fouled 
one over the backstop. The two kids with the gloves were in the dirt back 
there, and the older one got to the ball first. The buzzard was back and 
flying low. The pitcher wound up. Charlie pushed the dirt hard with his 
right cleat, put his head down, and started. I hooked my toes and leaned 
back. I stuck my arms out straight past my head. Gutes yelled at me to quit 
it. I wanted to flip him off, but I just ignored him. 

Sonny yelled, "He stole home! James, he stole home!" 
I didn't see anything but blue. 



 

 

 
 

When did you write "Charlie Hustle"?  

I wrote “Charlie Hustle” four years ago during the second year of my 

MFA. I’ll give a shout out to the awesome Walter Cummins who was my 

instructor at the time. 

 

Did you have a difficult time deciding the title of your work? Were 

there any other titles you were considering? 

I usually have trouble with titles, but this one was easy. I wrote the first 

sentence, “We call him Charlie Hustle…”, first, so the title was in the story 

right away. I also really liked that the kids gave a nickname to Charlie that 

is also the nickname of one of the most famous, or infamous, baseball play-

ers, Pete Rose. It connects with the idea that teenagers only care about their 

own personal histories. 

 

What inspired "Charlie Hustle"? Are any of its themes inspired by 

your own life?  

I certainly love baseball, and I wanted to write a baseball story, but I 

didn’t want to write about the hero of a baseball game. I guess I always 

wanted to be great at sports, but I never was. The story comes from that 

envy of the kids that were just naturally great at something I wanted to be 

great at. 

 

Which part of "Charlie Hustle" was conceived of first?  

I had the ending in mind when I first thought about the story. I wanted 

a story that sped up, in action and prose, and nothing is faster in baseball 



than someone stealing home. But I wanted to come at that steal from some-

one else’s perspective. 

 

Tell us about your revision process regarding this work.  

For this story, I was highly concerned about the rhythm of each sen-

tence and making every kid, other than James, seem really cool (at least to 

James). I didn’t change any of the structure of the story after the first draft, 

other than whether or not Charlie actually stole home or was thrown out, 

so it was a line by line process. I probably had Hemingway’s advice about 

writing one true sentence in mind at that point, and it consumed my writing, 

so much so that I forgot about plot for a while. 

 

“Charlie Hustle” does a brilliant job of evoking the nostalgia of the 

reader; one of our editors, Felicia Krol, said that you’ve “exercised 

absolute mastery over the voice of the barely-pubescent young boy 

without ever falling into cliché.” How are you able to reach back and 

tap into those emotions with such skill and detail? Do you research 

the voice in any way?  

I teach high school, so the voice comes from my interactions with my 

students. They have this funny mix of insane idealism and horrible insecu-

rity. They think they’re going to be a CEO of a major corporation, yet they 

apologize for everything they write because they think it sucks. I tried to be 

true to them: they’re smart enough to be adults, and they think about adult 

things, but they approach life like little kids, which is so endearing (and 

frustrating). I love the way they’ll ask me if I “partied” over the weekend, 

which to them means drinking until I puked all over my friend’s mom’s 

bathroom. That’s where James’ voice comes from. Also Catcher in the Rye 

and Huckleberry Finn because I’ve read them both like fifty times. 

 

Who are some of your favorite authors? Which authors influenced 

"Charlie Hustle"?  

I read “Delivering” by Andre Dubus, and it majorly influenced “Charlie 

Hustle.” If you read that story, you’ll definitely see the similarities. I also 

had just read “Hot Ice” by Stuart Dybek, and “Pagans” by Rick Bass, which 



 

both have young characters trying to figure stuff out. I’m sure there’s some 

of John Updike’s “A&P” and James Joyce’s “Araby” in there as well, be-

cause I teach those stories every semester. 

 

Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 

before?  

I have a story called “Burst” in the June 2011 issue of Digital Americana. 

I’m still really fond of that story, so I’ll just recommend that one. 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

The first kites were flown in China about three thousand years ago; they 
were made of bamboo and silk. I think about kites when I should be stud-
ying biology. Pistons and stamens, sporangia, alkaloids. I have trouble 
memorizing stuff, which is why my uncle pays for Jimmy the tutor. He’s in 
college and lives in a house off-campus. It’s only a short walk, and my 
mother thinks it’s good for me to get out. She thinks I’m depressed, even 
for a teenage girl. Duh. Jimmy the tutor is tall, dark, handsome. At least to 
me. Actually, he’s skinny, like he hasn’t quite grown into his body yet, or 
forgot to eat for two months. He has a long nose that looks Italian (others 
might say Greek schnoz) and dark wavy hair that he pushes out of his eyes 
all the time. Like I said, he’s in college, so he doesn’t have pimples like the 
boys in my school. He lopes more than walks in his faded Levi’s or frayed 
khakis.  

 
Jimmy is teaching me how to cheat. He recommends using a pin to 

scratch words into the side of a pencil. You can take a few pencils into any 
exam. The trick, of course, is which words to scratch. He calls that the 
strategy. The other trick is being able to read the names scratched into the 
side of a pencil without looking like you’re trying to read something 
scratched into the side of a pencil. He calls that tactics. One is no good 
without the other. He smokes pot. Jimmy tells me this, but he won’t smoke 
with me or even give me a joint. He says I’m too young. He looks at my 
boobs sometimes. Not that they’re so big or anything. Peg, my sister, has 
the good rack in the family. Still, boys seem to like breasts. I stare at him 
with my mouth open. I imagine kissing him and wonder what he thinks I’m 
thinking about. I don’t try to stop myself. We sit at Jimmy’s kitchen table, 
textbooks open, a row of highlighters and pencils and coffee or iced tea. 
It’s getting warm now and the windows are open most days, and often 
there’s a fly caught between the window and the screen, buzzing up and 
down, round and round. Musca domestica. Flies are idiots. They flap this way 
and that, over and over, following the same stupid flight pattern, until even-
tually they get lucky or die from exhaustion. I wonder if a fly feels pain 



 

when it bangs its arista, antenna or occhio composto into glass. Biology hasn’t 
taught me this.  

Fact: no one really knows why flies are attracted to light. One theory 
holds that they are guided by the moon, and they think a lightbulb is the 
moon and keep trying to fly by its light. Flies don’t have Google Maps. 
Another hypothesis says flies are nocturnal, so they fly toward the dark, 
away from the light, but the darkest place is around the light, so they get 
confused. Here’s what I think: flies are idiots. You don’t need very much 
wind to keep a kite aloft. Deltas, diamonds and dragon kites fly well in light 
winds. Box kites and parafoils require stronger winds.  

 
I can’t decide if I want to be friends with Jimmy or have sex with him. 

I don’t have a lot of friends and I’ve never had sex, so there’s no control 
experiment. We sit at his table and review the different kinds of vascular 
plants. I know my xylem and phloem, can tell an arborescen from an anacardium. 
You just have to memorize, figure out mnemonic tricks, or carve the thing 
you can’t remember into the side of a pencil. I stare at his hands and sinewy 
forearms, and imagine carving blood red hearts in his skin. The Chinese 
word for kite is fengzheng. Wind whistle. My Dad taught me all about kites. 
I knew how to fly a kite when I was just four years old. We’d stand on the 
beach together, me wobbling along beneath my little plastic kite in the 
shape of a frog, Dad with his massive tetrahedral that looked like a flock of 
origami birds in close formation, all white triangles and slices of sky. Like 
fractals. God might exist in plankton and molecules, but man was not 
meant to fly.  

 
Jimmy and his roommates have a cookout, and he invites me over. 

Probably he feels sorry for me. My life hasn’t been easy lately. Whose is? 
Just ask a protozoa. Peg is away at college. A few years ago, she taught me 
how to play blackjack and poker, gambling with matchsticks, and led expe-
ditions during my parents’ parties to steal cigarettes or abandoned martinis. 
I think males are not aware of anything below the level of buildings explod-
ing, but they are aware of female virginity; it’s the one area where they’re 
quite sensitive. Virginity is like a lone animal on an open plain: it scares 
some away and incites others. Jimmy is aware of the virgin animal. I just 
don’t know if he’s scared or incited. Big Bang or Steady State. No one can 
agree.  

As dusk descends, there’s a small group of us drinking beer and smoking 
cigarettes. The sky is cough syrup purple. The hamburgers are all gone. A 
few abandoned hot dogs sit oozing grease on a green plate. Music plays 



from inside the house; I can see the speakers in a dim bedroom window. 
One of the roommates is talking about a play she saw recently.  

After a while everyone goes inside, and I follow Jimmy to his room. The 
walls are shellacked brick, decorated with two posters and a crowded pin-
board, and the room smells of shampoo and damp towels. A Korean Navy 
Admiral used over 300 kites to direct his fleet when the Japanese invaded 
Korea at the end of the Sixteenth Century. Japan eventually lost the war.  

I sit down on Jimmy’s bed. He bends over to put on some music. I don’t 
know about Jimmy, but I’ve had a few beers and a cigarette or two and I’m 
feeling loose-limbed. I will eat Tic Tacs before walking home. Jimmy takes 
forever clicking through songs on his iPod. I stretch out on the bed, leaning 
on my elbows. I can see the curve of his back, the loop of hair above his 
faded blue t-shirt. The breeze carries the smell of leaves and charcoal em-
bers. A song starts, a guitar strums, and Jimmy straightens, but then he hits 
pause and bends over again and the room goes quiet. Dark branches bend 
slowly in the windows. I think about flies, even though there aren’t any, 
about how short and futile their lives are, and how they never ever know 
when they’re going to get trapped or die, and about how long and leisurely 
this moment is, and I decide that now is a good time to do something. I 
take a deep breath, and slowly, quietly, unbutton my shirt and wriggle out 
of it. I unhook my bra and drop it on the bed beside me. I feel like a statue. 
My nipples tighten. 

There’s a click and then another song starts and Jimmy unfolds again 
and glides toward me.  

He stops inches away, close enough to smell the rosemary conditioner 
in my hair. The singer sings; nothing moves. I can feel the air around me. 
Jimmy looks at me for a moment, touches the side of my head, then says 
gently, “Hey, put your shirt back on.”  

More than anything I want him to sit beside me and touch my breasts 
with his strong thin hands. I want to kiss him and bury my head in his hair. 
I close my eyes and imagine that he is touching me, holding me. But when 
I open my eyes, he is standing, not close, not looking at me. I’m drunk 
enough that I don’t fumble or say something stupid. I simply reach down 
and pull my bra on. I am still buttoning my shirt when he gives me an awk-
ward hug.  

“I’m sorry,” he says. “Want to walk to the deli and get ice cream or 
something?” 

“Yeah, okay.” I’m sorry too. I’m thinking, vanilla Swiss almond. I’m 



 

thinking, I love you Jimmy the tutor.  
My Dad built his own man-lifting kite and had flown it successfully 

many times before that day he demonstrated it for the local news. We were 
all on the beach—me, Peg, Mom, the news crew, friends, strangers who’d 
gathered to watch. Dad pointed out the fabric, the carbon fiber spars, the 
ten-foot wingspan. The kite flapped about on the sand, big, red and white, 
making riffling noises in the wind. We helped hold it in place, then ran 
behind Dad, who ran beneath the kite until the wind tugged him into the 
waiting sky, legs akimbo, getting smaller. No one knows what happened 
exactly. His arms and feet got twisted in the rope until he could no longer 
maneuver the kite and it veered off and smashed him into the rock cliffs. 
When one of the assistants came running over to tell my mother, people 
were already gasping and shrieking. Bad news travels fast, and I realized my 
father had died without telling anyone what I wanted for my birthday, with-
out breaking even a single kite-flying record and without time to say good-
bye to anyone. It was all caught on video, but the TV station didn’t air the 
footage that night, or ever. 

I button up my shirt and nod and try to smile. Jimmy is waiting at the 
door.  

 



 

 

 
 

When did you write "The Darkest Place is Around the Light"?  
I wrote a draft in 2010, and then played around with it slowly and not 

too surely for over five years before feeling it was finished and submitting 
it.  
 

Did you have a difficult time deciding the title of your work? Were 

there any other titles you were considering?  

The story didn’t have a title for a long time. I saved it as “Kite Story.” I 

didn’t really consider another title, or rather I considered a few but couldn’t 

come up one that I liked. The story, though short, has multiple strands, and 

“The Darkest Place is Around the Light” is the only one that seems to cap-

ture all of the threads.  

 

What inspired "The Darkest Place is Around the Light"? Are any of 

its themes inspired by your own life?  

Many years ago I heard the devastating story about a man who flew a 

kite capable of lifting a person and crashed into rock cliffs. I did not think, 

“Aha, I’m going to write a story about that,” but it’s such a powerful image 

that it stuck with me until it found its way into a story.  

 

What was the hardest part of writing "The Darkest Place is 

Around the Light"? 

I wanted to be in the head and heart of a girl who has suffered a tragedy 

and can’t see through that tragedy— an unreliable, grieving, teenage narra-

tor.  

 



 

Which part of "The Darkest Place is Around the Light" was con-

ceived of first? 

Girl, then flies, then kite. It started with one of the more mundane 

threads, a girl doing homework and daydreaming about a boy she likes, 

kissing, sex. Pretty soon after that came an image— a fly flapping around 

on a window screen in summer, buzzing up and down. Then came the kite 

bits, which float through the story, like a kite.  

 

Was there anything in your original conception of the story that did 

not make it in?  

A bunch of false starts. More detail about the history of kites than you 

need to know.  

 

Do you primarily write fiction?  

Yes. And whether long or short, my fiction seems to have a somewhat 

serendipitous structure or genesis. I recently published a novel that, like this 

story, began with threads and patches that didn’t initially seem to cohere, 

but after a while I realized they were in fact part of the same story. 

 

Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?  

I have a day job, so I binge more than other writers. I’ll write for days 

on end, or hole up for a weekend or, when I’m lucky, go to a writer’s colony 

for a month. I just spent three months in South Africa, so I was able to 

write in the mornings before my US co-workers and clients start their day.  

 

Tell us about your revision process regarding this work. 

Haphazard. The threads of the story were there, the voice was there, the 

main character was there, but they kept falling apart. It was like a jigsaw 

puzzle but the edges of the pieces keep blurring and dissolving. So there 

were false starts, and there was a lot of rewriting as I figured out whose 

story it was, what this girl was doing and why. At the very end came some 

terrific editorial direction from the Driftwood Press gang, like a splash of se-

cret sauce.  

 



You have several image patterns weaving together quiet brilliantly 

here; could you discuss some of the difficulties you faced in writing 

these?  

Shucks. Yes, it was difficult to keep the images, and the threads, in bal-

ance. Whichever bit I was working on kept trying to assert itself too much 

and pull away from the story, yet I knew it wanted to be a short short; dense 

and spring-loaded. 

 

How much research went into this story— regards biology and kites?  

Quite a lot, but it was pretty easy research. Thank you, Google.  

 

Who are some of your favorite authors? Which authors influenced 

"The Darkest Place is Around the Light"? 

Favorites: Too many to list. 

Influencers: Mary Robison (especially Why Did I Ever), Jennifer Egan 

(especially A Visit from the Goon Squad), and Anton Chekhov (everything). 

 

Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 

before?  

My novel, Repercussions, was recently published by Permanent Press in the 

US and Penguin in South Africa.  

 

What drew you to Driftwood Press?  

A writer whose work I know and enjoy was published in Driftwood Press, 

and I liked his story and the fiction and poetry surrounding it. There is a 

wide range in style and subject matter in the fiction, but the prose is con-

sistently strong and arresting. Plus, the covers are wonderful.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

You can always tell the ones who aren’t used to wearing a suit. It’s not 
really the fit, or the fact that they’re wearing shoes with no socks. Usually 
it’s just the way they move in it; there’s no agreement between the suit and 
the man. My ex, Jimmy, sitting on the bench over there, he’s not even both-
ering with a suit, although I can tell his pants are brand new and it’s the first 
time he’s worn a belt since I’ve known him. Now that guy near the stairs, 
the one talking to the girl in the open-toed shoes—even though he’s built 
and everything, you can tell he’s not comfortable in the suit. Actually, he 
looks like a cop just by the way he’s standing—hands on his hips and 
thumbs pointing down, elbows wide like that. He reminds me of one of 
those old-fashioned paper dolls—you can picture him in one of those short 
cop’s jackets, instead, and all that stuff hanging off his waist—nightstick, 
radio, gun. He’s chewing his gum with his front teeth; there’s something 
pushy and mean about that, his jaw working, popping in and out. Growing 
up, you could tell the boys who wanted to be cops like that. The ones who 
wanted to push people around.  

The thing about family court is, everyone has someone they hate on the 
other side of the room. You’re sitting in this big hallway waiting for your 
divorce to go through or your child support to get raised, or get your kid 
out of foster care, or whatever, and all the business is done out here pretty 
much, in the hallway. Inside the actual courtroom it’s quiet; out here there’s 
a constant buzz; everyone’s talking, lawyers are negotiating, and every story 
has two sides. At least that’s what people say. So whatever you’re waiting 
for, someone on the other side of the hallway is waiting and hoping for the 
opposite. And while everyone’s talking, no one talks to their enemy on the 
other side. 

I’ve got a lawyer here somewhere. I got him through legal aid. He keeps 
getting up and walking away without saying anything to me, and then he 
comes back and he still doesn’t say anything, except telling me to “hang 



tight” and be patient. I heard him making lunch plans on his cell phone.  
It’s Jimmy’s mother, Karen, wants to take my Justin away, not even 

Jimmy himself. Just because I work third shift, which maybe I wouldn’t 
have to do if Jimmy would have coughed up a little more cash. She’s the 
real reason I’m here, that bitch. Jimmy wouldn’t do this on his own, he 
doesn’t even want the kid, he just wants to drink beer and watch NASCAR 
all day. Karen’s the one has some kind of family feud idea, like she has to 
prove she’s better than me. There she is next to him in her fancy leather 
coat that she bought out of the trunk of someone’s car, thinking she looks 
classy. You can smell the cigarette smoke on her from here. You can prac-
tically smell the hair dye, too. What kind of mother is she? She was sixteen 
when she had Jimmy, and she still acts like a teenager, going down the clubs 
at night with her pack of cougar girlfriends, trying to pick up younger guys. 
But no one sees the Karen I know, down here in the court house. Here, 
she’s like straight off one of those family shows on tv, Seventh Heaven or 
something.  

I’ve lived in this town all my life. I recognize people, I know who they 
are even if they don’t know me. I remember people. That guy with the bald 
spot on Jimmy’s left, he owned that restaurant that burned down and no 
one was ever caught for setting the fire. The guy next to him was Justin’s 
T-ball coach. The woman across from them, she had a kid who died of 
cancer a few years ago. Leukemia. They had a fundraiser for her, a spaghetti 
dinner at the Knights of Columbus, but they never found a marrow match 
for the kid. She looks a lot older now, kind of bent over, but I know it’s 
her. Lots of people look different, they get old or fat but I still know them. 
We went to high school together or their brothers and sisters were in with 
mine. Maybe they forgot me because I wasn’t really a stand-out-of-the-
crowd type then—still not, for that matter. People look through you. I 
mean me, they look through me. No one sees me, it seems like. 

Like that security guard by the courtroom door, the one with the brassy 
hair. She used to come in the Dunkin Donuts every day when I worked 
there with Karen, and I saw her give Karen a big smile, but she doesn’t 
know me. Just because Karen was the manager. I know what she’s saying 
about me, Karen, but I take good care of my kid. I do things other moms 
don’t do. I wait at the bus stop with him until the bus comes every single 
morning. I don’t let him out of my sight until he’s safe on that bus. I’m the 
only mom there. The rest don’t even bother, they just send the kids out on 
their own. But people don’t notice when you’re doing the right thing, they 
only pay attention when you screw up. Even my own family isn’t really on 
my side. They all seem to think I could have done something. That’s what 



 

Karen is telling them, my lawyer says. I’m “unfit” ‘cause I “let this happen.” 
Even my own lawyer says that like he half-believes it. Then how come they 
didn’t take Justin away when I called DHS, they took Manny away. Bonnie 
from DHS didn’t say I was unfit. But these suited-up lawyers and Karen, 
they can do what they want, it looks like.  

That guy in the red jacket, he just picked his nose and wiped it on the 
stair rail, thinks no one saw him do it. My cousin Cheryl dated him in high 
school. He used to show up at every party with a pocketful of his mother’s 
Valium. People think no one remembers these things but I do. That cop 
guy—I knew him in high school, too. But he doesn’t remember me. I can 
tell by how his eyes don’t catch when he looks this way. He doesn’t remem-
ber I’m the one who saw him with that Chinese girl in the science lab. It 
was after school, and I was looking for where I left my jacket because it was 
pouring rain all of a sudden. At first I thought they were both into it. She 
was on her knees when I walked in—and then she turned her head slightly 
and I saw her eyes—never saw eyes like that on a human being. Once my 
dad hit a coyote on the way home from my grandma’s late at night. He got 
out to see if it was dead; we all got out, but it wasn’t dead; I saw its eyes. 
He left it there, the coyote; said it was too late do anything. The Chinese 
girl’s eyes were like that. I never told anyone. I left her there, too. I wonder 
what he’s doing here in a suit, that guy; he’s not here on cop business if he’s 
not in uniform. I bet he hurt someone. He’s got a wedding ring. I bet he 
beats his wife.  

When I got here this place was full of people perched all over the hall-
way, talking, rushing around, dragging little kids, tapping fingers, rattling 
newspapers. The lawyers were shuttling back and forth carrying files and 
talking on their cell phones. But now most people have finished their busi-
ness and it’s down to the few serious cases, the ones that have to give tes-
timony after the lunch recess. Everyone talks in pairs, and in every pair one 
person is hushed—usually the lawyer—and one person is loud and angry, 
arms flailing, voices going up and down like the way you hear the music on 
a merry-go-round. Karen must’ve went out for a smoke because I know 
she wouldn’t miss this for the world. Jimmy’s still hunched over there on 
the bench, elbows on his knees, head in his hands, staring at the floor. I 
caught him looking at me before—I know that look—a cross between 
hang-dog and angry—why’s he gotta put up with this, nothing is ever his 
fault. Just like any time he screwed up it was my fault somehow, even when 
he smacked me around. He was sorry and pissed off at the same time. Still 
is. 

That’s Jimmy’s lawyer, the one in the expensive suit—now there’s a guy 



who’s used to wearing one. I watched him pick up a paper clip off the floor 
and put it in his pocket, as if he might need it later. Ha. As if he doesn’t 
have a mini-mansion on a cul de sac with an SUV in the driveway. What 
does he need with a paperclip off the courthouse floor? He’s reading some-
one else’s newspaper, too. It was on the bench next to me; it could have 
been mine for all he knew. He just picked it up, and tucked it under his arm 
with his leather folder thingie like he owns the place. That’s how rich guys 
stay rich. They take other people’s stuff as if they had a right to it, as if they 
really need it, and no one has the balls to speak up. I should have said, hey, 
that newspaper wasn’t yours, buddy—or the damn paper clip for that mat-
ter—but I didn’t have the nerve. I let him take it. I can barely stand up for 
myself never mind someone else. Someone who isn’t even here.  

It wasn’t my fault what happened at Mrs. Da Silva’s. She used to babysit 
Justin on the nights I had to work, which was lucky for me because there’s 
no DHS daycare when you work the night shift, you know, and she’s right 
down the hall from me. She only charged me a few bucks, and I did her 
grocery shopping sometimes. I never would have left Justin there if I’d 
known. She’s a sweet old lady, English not too good, but she’s a nice lady. 
She makes that Portuguese stew with chourico in it that Justin loves. Her 
son Manny moved back in a few months ago, after he got laid off from the 
casino. Handsome guy, Manny, dark hair, wears cologne and those fancy 
track suits. He was nice to me. Gave me that kind of look like he thought I 
was pretty, made me feel like I wasn’t just a mom in a Wendy’s uniform. 
And Justin never said nothing to me until I found his little underpants on 
backwards one morning. The cops said they had to tell Jimmy, and Jimmy 
told Karen, of course, and Karen’s like a dog with a bone. Mrs. Da Silva 
told the cops Manny was my boyfriend. I don’t know if she really thought 
that or she was just confused or what, but that must be where Karen got it, 
from the cops. Now Mrs. D. won’t even talk to me because they took 
Manny away and she’s all alone. She thinks it’s my fault. Somehow all this 
is my fault, and I wasn’t even there; I was right where I was supposed to 
be, on the fryolater at Wendy’s, up to my elbows in French fries.  

The cop in the suit is still talking to that girl. Open-toed shoes in 
March—what is she thinking? He’s working her, smiling at her, though. His 
jaw’s still going, popping in and out. He packs the gum into his cheek when 
he smiles, you can see the little lump on the side. She keeps crossing and 
uncrossing her legs, leaning over and sitting back again so he’ll notice that 
gold cross resting in her cleavage. I can only see the side of his head, and I 
can tell he’s looking at her chest. I bet he gets her number before he leaves, 
if he hasn’t already. She thinks cops are tough and sexy; never mind about 



 

the wedding ring. She didn’t see him in the science lab shoving his thing in 
that Chinese girl’s mouth. He’s a tough guy, alright.  

Jimmy’s not even a tough guy like that, lets his mother fight his battles. 
I know I don’t stand a chance here, but at least I got more class than to 
pick up paperclips off the courthouse floor, and I can sure see through a 
fat-ass lawyer like that. You know, I haven’t done anything wrong. At first 
I thought that’s what counted. I take good care of Justin, I’m a good mom, 
I’m there at the bus stop, I even had a birthday party at the Chuck E Cheez 
for him last year. But now I see that means nothing, really. It has nothing 
to do with the rules of the game. The guys in the suits, they make up the 
rules and people like me, we don’t even know what they are. Karen’s gonna 
tell them I slept with Manny—so what if I did, just once—and that I let him 
touch my kid, but I didn’t see that coming. How would I know the guy was 
like that? I thought he liked me. Me. 

The security guard is hiking up her pants over there, getting ready to 
look tough and open up the courtroom again. No one here sees me for who 
I am and they’re not gonna hear me, either. I see how all this works and the 
judge is already in on it, and he won’t listen to my side. That’s how it will 
go when we get inside. And I can picture Justin when they come to take 
him away from me. That social worker, Bonnie, all poochy-faced, and Ka-
ren in her leather coat will be standing right behind her, looking like she 
won the lottery, and Jimmy will be shuffling his big feet, looking stupid, 
and they’ll take my little boy. He’s gonna look at me with those same coyote 
eyes, helpless, like I’m supposed to do something, and there’s nothing I can 
do. Lawyer says I’ll probably get supervised visits. Someone is always 
watching; except when they really should be. 



 

 

 
 

When did you write "What Happened at Mrs. Da Silva's"?  
I actually started this piece several years ago, and it was in my “simmer” 

file for a while. I knew I wanted the work to be about this character and 
this place, but I was waiting for the right series of events— the “what hap-
pened” to come to me. 
 
Did you have a difficult time deciding the title of your work? Were 
there any other titles you were considering?  

I wanted a title that was a little oblique, because the narrator’s stance is 
also kind of oblique. The events don’t come at you head-on, so I chose a 
line from the story that was suggestive but indirect, and is in the narrator’s 
voice. 
  
What inspired "What Happened at Mrs. Da Silva's"? Are any of its 
themes inspired by your own life?  

The seed for this story was a day that I spent in family court myself. I 
hadn’t anticipated all that wait time, and I had nothing with me to read; and 
this was the pre-smart phone era. I had a manila folder and a pencil, and I 
started jotting down observations of what was going on around me. By the 
time I left, I’d covered both sides of the folder with notes. The parts of the 
story that are “real” are some of the more minute observations, such as a 
well-dressed man retrieving a paper clip off the floor, and, I hope, the gen-
eral atmosphere of the waiting area— those are the elements that I captured 
on the manila folder. The characters bear no relation to me or my situation. 
 
In such a short space, you’ve successfully convinced the reader of the 
character’s complete and total self-delusion; did you face any diffi-
culties in making this character believable?  

This part wasn’t difficult for me. I think when I write a character, espe-
cially when I use a first-person voice, which I often do, it’s a little like 



 

method-acting. I sort of become that person and feel around for their emo-
tions and their language. Fortunately, there are no witnesses to this process! 
 
What’s your take on unlikable protagonists?  

I love them! Unlikable people are so much more interesting than likea-
ble ones. (This may account for my unusual social life!) Seriously, we all 
have unlikeable facets, and I like to entice readers to identify with a charac-
ter who is not like them except in one or two small, ineluctable, and maybe 
uncomfortable ways. I don’t see this narrator as unlikeable, per se, but a 
mix of underdog and unwise; and the reader is left to decide to what degree 
she is culpable in the events of the story. 
 
Do you primarily write fiction?  

I write (and have published) about half and half; fiction and memoir-
based nonfiction. My in-progress, book-length work is nonfiction. 

 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before?  

My work has been published in numerous venues: some of my fiction 
pieces have appeared in The Worcester Review, Clarion, The Examined Life, and 
a couple of anthologies. My nonfiction can be found in Harvard Review, Pem-
broke Magazine, and Vermont Literary Review, to name a few. For a full list of 
publications, readers are welcome to visit my web page (www.theogreen-
blatt.com). 
 

 

 



 

Yesterday was lovely, you said 
The sky was blue 
And deep, like the water 
Off the coast of Cayman Brac 
Where you went diving  
With your lover  
When we were between ourselves. 
 
You bluetoothed but 
The connection failed 
A solar flare perhaps 
Or else you were between  
The relay towers  
Driving somewhere 
While I walked across 
The Brooklyn Bridge  
Beneath a sky no longer blue 
Wondering 
Whether it was too late 
To learn to swim 
 
 



 

When did you write the poem? 
May 2012. 

 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life? 

I had walked across the Brooklyn Bridge, a suspension span, one spring, 
and thought about what it meant to be being suspended, literally and fig-
uratively. There is a tension in that: suspense.   
 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easiest? 

 The image was the easiest. The voice the hardest. 
 
Was there anything in your original conception of the poem that did 
not make it in? 

 The title was originally “Breathing Apparatus.” So that changed. 
 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process? 

I’m not sure. I write on scraps of paper and abandoned notebooks that 
I try to save. Eventually some of these make their way into poems. Other 
times I sit and grind though it and get a first draft done. Then I will come 
back to it after a time: maybe one day, maybe a year. 
 
Who are some of your favorite authors? 

As to contemporary authors, I read William Gibson and Don Delillo. I 
am now reading through the works of Harry Crews. Harry Mathews is also 
brilliant. Of poets, I just discovered Sinead Morrissey, who is wonderful. 
Anne Waldman, Diane Di Prima and Diane Wakoski.   
 
Do you have any recommendations for readers who enjoyed your 
work? 

Parallax by Sinead Morrissey. 



Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before? 

I have been published in The Tishman Review, Blue Unicorn, TRINACRIA, 
Explosion Proof, MagnaPoets, Third Wednesday, Poetry Salzburg Review, as well as 
some others. I have work forthcoming in The Worcester Review and Ocean 
State Review. 
 
Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your work in 
particular? 

I do believe that form follows content. I find myself writing formal 
verse if the subject dictates it. Other times a looser, less formal voice takes 
over. Conversely, if I set out to write a sonnet, for example, I find the sub-
ject matter is organically influenced by the structure imposed. 



 

 
 
Four months ago I took Jack 
to the carousel in the glass pavillion 
on Brooklyn’s west waterfront. 
His chubby fingers hooked into mine 
as the carved horses rose and dipped 
to the Gebrueder organ’s grinding. 
We rode until his face cracked 
and his laughter overtook the static 
of the organ and rippled over 
every painted mane. 
 
Tonight, 
the horses are seized mid-dance. 
Their faces are snarled, terrifying 
against the tenebrous backdrop 
of lower Manhattan, 
the desolate breadth 
of the Brooklyn Bridge. 
The force of the docking storm 
has lain the city down 
into waiting slumber. 
Hands clasped, 
I sway with the wind 
and watch the flood rise, 
surrounding the carousel- 
celestial, imbibing the water’s dark, 
its lights trembling. 
 
 
 



 

When did you write the poem?  
I wrote the poem in the late Fall of 2012, right after Hurricane Sandy 

hit the East Coast. 
 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life?  

I have always been drawn to DUMBO, specifically Jane's Carousel. In 
its glass enclosure, sitting between the Brooklyn and Manhattan bridges, 
with the Manhattan skyline as its background, it seems like something out 
of a dream. I spent a great deal of time there when I lived in New York, 
and when I left I would often visit and take my children to ride the carousel 
and eat cookies at Jacques Torres. When Sandy hit and the carousel was 
slowly being flooded, the sight of it marooned by the rising water, illumi-
nated as it was being overtaken, broke my heart. I remember feeling an ache 
in my chest and wondering at the kind of world that would set a flood on 
something so harmless and beautiful. It was like watching someone pull the 
wings off of a butterfly. I guess that's the theme, then. The frailty of so 
many beautiful things. 
 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easi-
est?  

The most challenging part was determining a balance in context. Not 
everyone knows Jane's Carousel, not everyone knows that it was flooded 
during the hurricane. It was hard trying to give enough information without 
compromising the poetry of the poem. 
 
Was there anything in your original conception of the poem that did 
not make it in?  

The poem is, as it stands now, only a word or two off from the original 
draft. 
 
Do you primarily write poetry?  



 

Yes, aside from my daily journaling and essays written for my MFA pro-
gram, I write poetry exclusively. 
 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?  

I really need to take a long drive before I write. In the best possible 
circumstances, I've taken a cruise down the winding back roads of my 
hometown, chain smoking, and listening to Amy Winehouse or something 
equally as soaring and croony. I'll drive until I've gotten a few good lines in 
my head, or until the gas light comes on, and then I'll head over to my local 
Starbucks and spread out across the big table, pop my earbuds in, and sip 
london fogs while I sketch out the bones for as many pieces as I can while 
local folks come and go. That's the ideal, but of course it's not always a 
reality. 
 
Who are some of your favorite authors?  

I have been a longtime fan of Harper Lee, both for her work and for 
the way she led her life. She wrote a masterpiece and maintained her life's 
integrity. I thought she was very true to herself. Recently I've been delving 
into works by Brigit Pegeen Kelly, Matthew and Michael Dickman, Major 
Jackson, and Denis Johnson. Finally, I don't ever go more than a month 
without reading something by Stephen King. 
 
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you write in any other 
genres or work in any other mediums?  

I have been writing poetry for about four years. I dabble in different 
artistic mediums, from screen printing to pen-and-ink illustrations, but my 
poetry is my real work. 
 
Do you have any recommendations for readers who enjoyed your 
work?  

Yes! I'd encourage them to check out Betsy Sholl, Lynn Levin, Carolina 
Morales, Pamela Perkins-Frederick, Herb Perkins-Frederick, and Christo-
pher Bursk. 
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before? 

I have published other works in See Spot Run, as well as The Schuylkill 
Valley Journal. 
 
What drew you to Driftwood Press?  



Initially I was drawn to their preference for more narrative poetry, 
which is what I tend to write, so that bolstered my confidence in submitting 
my work. I have tried my hand with more experimental work but it never 
seemed true to me. I also really like that they point prospective subscribers 
and contributors to magazines that they feel share their aesthetic. There's a 
real feeling of camaraderie in that, and it warmed me. 
 
 
 

  
 

 



 

 
 
When you and I shared 
the split pea soup, we used 
 
separate spoons. 
Your hair disorganized 
 
fire, you sketched 
the cherry blossom festival 
 
and hated your father. 
“He threw a cordless telephone at me,” 
 
you said, “and it shattered on the wall 
behind my head.” 
 
You were religious, and wouldn't say 
you hated him. 
 
Petals dripped on the fashionable people 
across the wide and well-trafficked street 
 
while beneath us the Metro thrummed into life 
like a monster growling under your bed 
 
or pouring its fourth whiskey that night in the next room. 
When you pulled up your hood to hide your face, 
 
the soft blue checked tablecloth became an ocean 
and left us without compass or sextant 
 



or stars. Children cannot be sailors 
no matter how well they pretend 
 
they can navigate the world, 
any more than blossoms can cry out as they fall. 
 
I could not say I loved you, 
could not elope with you or 
 
commit your patricide, 
so I put honey in your tea 
 
and later said I never noticed 
your fat hot tears plopping in the soup. 
 
It may be that I never did, 
and only imagine them in remembering, 
 
glistening dragonflies clustered 
on the placid surface of a dark lake. 
 
The bowl stood between us 
like the sheet of glass between a lawyer and prisoner. 
  



 

 
 
When did you write the poem? 

I first started it when I was in a poetry class my second year of under-
grad, and it evolved as I wrote my final undergraduate manuscript and then 
changed further when I workshopped it with my first graduate school ad-
visor, Tomas Morin. 
 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life? 

All of my poetry is at least partially inspired by my own life. This one 
came out of a real episode, though I changed some things. The lunch in real 
life wasn't during the cherry blossom festival, though I associated the lunch 
with the festival even before starting the poem. 
 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easi-
est?  

The first draft was quick and easy, and then the revision process took a 
very long time. I think that's when the soul of the poem really started to 
poke its head out, though. So it was inspiring, even if it did take a while. 
 
Was there anything in your original conception of the poem that did 
not make it in?  

The original conception was completely different. In the class in which 
I wrote the first draft, we read Patricia Smith's excellent collection Shoulda 
Been Jimi Savannah, and there's a poem in it called "13 Ways of Looking at 
13" that plays with Wallace Stevens' "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Black-
bird," so a few of us also wrote pieces inspired by that Stevens poem. 
"Lunch with Emily, Several Years Ago" started with thirteen imagistic num-
bered sections, and I revised more and more away from that each time I sat 
down with the poem. 
 
Do you primarily write poetry?  



Yes, though I also write fiction, and am currently in the process of ap-
plying to my graduate school's fiction program so that I can study both 
genres. When I was young, I wanted to be a novelist, and I still read as many 
stories and novels as I do collections of poetry. I find it easier to start a 
poem than a story, to find that initial spark— though I also think my prose 
comes out better in initial drafts than my poetry. My poetry-writing process 
is something like ninety percent revision. 

 
Who are some of your favorite authors? 

Frank O'Hara and Jorie Graham are the poets I return to most often, 
though I'm also quite excited by John Berryman, Miroslav Holub, Anna 
Swir, and countless others. A fellow named Eduardo C. Corral who won 
the Yale Younger Poets' Prize in 2012 just read at my alma mater, and I 
found his work and reading style incredible. I'm excited to see more of his 
poetry out in the world. 

I also love magical realist fiction, and find it inspiring as a poet, not just 
a fiction writer. Haruki Murakami is probably my favorite living fiction 
writer. His novels are wild, dangerous journeys, and many of his shorter 
stories are as "poetic" as anything in verse. 
 
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you write in any other 
genres or work in any other mediums?  

I've been writing poetry for the better part of five years, though I prob-
ably didn't produce anything you could call "readable" during the first two 
or three. As I said before, I also write fiction, and I play guitar and sing (if 
I'm brave enough to call it singing) in a sort-of punk band. So I'm also really 
inspired by people like Leonard Cohen or Mark Smith from The Fall— 
poets who also sing or shout over music. 
 
Do you have any recommendations for readers who enjoyed your 
work?  

Matthew Dickman and Mathias Svalina. I don't think my work is as en-
ergetic or funny as theirs, but their poetry has an attitude towards the world 
that I identify with. I'd call it something like reverent irreverence. 
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before?  

This is my second publication. I had two poems, "Hydrologic" and 
"Stalemate," published in the most recent issue of See Spot Run out of Alma 
College in Michigan. It's a free online journal (https://seespotrunal-



 

ma.wordpress.com/current-issue-2/). I've got a couple friends published in 
this issue too; I had a workshop with the poet Elizabeth Austin in January 
of this year. 

I also shamelessly promote myself on my website (http://ericmorris-
pusey.com/). 
 
 



 

 

 
You pose with hands on knees, on satin costume skirt 
smiling wide and white, fake with heavy lidded eyes 
for Shriner’s kids who wheel up for a photo snapped 
with Marilyn and Older Elvis. 
  
 They look up grinning with eager eyes, microscroped thick, 
 they wheel away while 
  
 Older Elvis hands you his card, says Come hang out 
 at his travelling car show, the slings of his long sleeves draping, 
  
 you looking at you: 
 twenty-three wanting nothing 
 to do with skeezeball dads, the kind that rub rough 
 under your shirt while you pretend to sleep. 
  
* 
  
You lay with your childhood neighbor after the event: In Utero 
  
          spinning circles while you think of poor Kurt 
          Cobain and his hair draped face and Courtney. Did she really  
          kill him? Poor Frances Bean,  
          (who would name a kid Bean?) 
       
        His lips—hot and humid 
      like kickball in the street, or walking home 
      from the bus stop, taking dares 
                    on the trampoline,           
 
 



 

                           and now, 
                                                   like a husband, like a home. 
  
* 
                               
  
In the dark:  
 
        He runs a hand hard through your bright broken hair. 
  
He tells you:  
 
        It’ll be different in the morning. The sun will eat 
        up the lush and drunk, the spinning, the lips on lips on skin. The fan 
        will stop, you’ll wake up first, will try to rouse me, tugging on a foot. 
  
He is right, and come morning you’ll say: 
  
      I’m leaving. I’m going now. But he will lay listening,  
                   maybe, covered in comforter, unmoving and heavy, 
        a body you can’t wake. 
 
 
 



 

When did you write the poem?  
I wrote the first draft of this poem when I was taking a year off between 

undergrad and an MFA program. It's seen many revisions and ultimately 
ended up as it is here in Driftwood Press. 
 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life?  

I wrote the poem after volunteering for a charity event for Shriner's 
Hospital. I had bleach blonde hair, so a friend organizing the event sug-
gested I be the Marilyn Monroe for photo ops with the children. I was 
paired with a much older, cruder Elvis who I unfortunately couldn't escape. 
Later, I met up with my teenage flame. So the poem is kind of working with 
those two events that happened in close proximity to each other.  
 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easi-
est?  

Writing the poem was difficult because I was conjoining two separate 
events, which felt disparate at first but which I couldn't separate in the end.  

 
Do you primarily write poetry? 

At first I did. But now I write more nonfiction, actually. I love reading 
poetry but I have to spend more time with the craft and study it more seri-
ously if I want to keep writing it. The more I learned about it or heard other 
people talk about it, the harder it seemed to access for me. And I never 
want to approach something mechanically, or think of what something 
should or should not be, so I've kind of backed away from poetry for a little 
in order to read more and listen more before writing more of it.  
 
Who are some of your favorite authors?  



 

I'm a huge fan of Michael Dickman, Kenzie Allen, Chen Chen, Traci 
Brimhall and Sarah Viren. They're all doing really cool things in poetry or 
creative nonfiction.  
 
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you write in any other 
genres or work in any other mediums?  

I've been writing poetry for a while, but I haven't studied it until re-
cently. Along with creative nonfiction, I also make comics, another medium 
I'm starting to love. 
  
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before?  

Readers can find more of my work in The Offing, Brevity (forthcoming in 
May), Animal, Hobart, The Boiler, Word Riot, and other journals. These are all 
easily accessible from my website, too (http://www.AnnaliseMabe.com). 
 
What drew you to Driftwood Press?  

I'm from Tampa, so I like that Driftwood Press is local and publishes great 
work in the likes of [PANK], Sweet, and more. 
 
 

 



 

 
 
I found birds in my sister’s room when I returned home. 
A bird for each week I had been gone: parakeets, cockatiels,  
blue and grey, white and smoky, all crunched into a small cage.  
 
She wanted to show me how she feeds her birds, 
how she dumps away old piss and shit and mildewed food. 
 
I wanted to tell her the cage was too small for twelve birds.  
She wanted to show me how she made room for fresh ones.  
 
She grabbed two cockatiels crunched in the back corner.  
Feathers stretched between her fingers. She giggled once  
at how they peck her. I watched as she slammed the two  
birds onto a perch. They froze, 
                        and swayed,                 and swayed, 
and then               stopped. 
           And fell.  
 
She told me how she’d been collecting birds while I was gone— 
a bird for each week I canceled a visit home.  
 
The next cockatiel swayed on the top perch 
and toppled to the ground with the rest.  
I wanted to say stop. 
                To please  
            stop. 
          I’m here.  
 
 



 

 
 
 I used to ride on my father’s leg— 
me on the left, my sister on the right, 
 
through the front yard where fresh mown 
grass scattered and floated in our faces, 
tickling our lips and noses as my 
father carried us. The smell of grilled steaks 
and hot dogs overtook our neighborhood, 
lonely on these early, east Texas nights, 
the first star just breaking through the blue 
and red streaked sky.  
 
When the orange fluorescence came on, 
my father turned us back to the house— 
he never took us into the road, 
It’s too dangerous, he said. Maybe  
when you’re older. We’d answer, 
Faster, faster.  
 
My sister’s high-pitched shrieks 
dashed across the busy road, 
into the neighbor’s house. 
I imagined them, in the family room, 
program interrupted by her sounds.  
 
I tightened my grip around my father’s leg 
as he trudged uphill, a bass line of crunching sand 
to harmonize my sister’s cries.  
 
I was afraid I’d fall, fingers digging 
into wet grass instead of rough denim, 
but my sister gleamed, relishing the bounce, 
the sturdy leg, the fear of falling away.  



 

 
When did you write the poems?  

I wrote "How She Takes Care of Birds" close to two years ago, and it 
sat on my desk for some time before I came back to it. I wrote "Piercing 
Atmosphere" last fall on an early Saturday morning when I saw the narrator 
and his sister clinging to their father.  
 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life?  

Both these poems came from either a dream —the narrator coming 
home to find birds in his sister's room— or a quick glimpse of a memory—
riding on my father's leg as a child.  

 
Do you primarily write poetry?  

Lately, I have been writing primarily poetry, but my background in writ-
ing is fiction.  

 
Who are some of your favorite authors? 

It's always hard for me to answer this kind of question because there are 
so many. In poetry, the first names that come to mind are Matt Rasmussen, 
Patrick Phillips, W.S. Merwin, Dean Young, Jamaal May. In fiction, I think 
of Charles Baxter, Matt Bell, Celeste Ng, and Danielle Evans. Kevin Powers 
has a stellar poetry collection and a wonderful novel.  
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before?  

I have a couple of poems published in the December 2015 issue of 
Gravel.  



 

 
 
No cowl tonight, no monk's hood. 
Just her face, full blast. A shock as bright as a struck cheek, 
a branch snapped in full silence. A break like a fault-line 
crazing its way along a frozen creek. 
 
Call it a second coming: she's back,  
ringing and ringing, the way the truth rings after the lie 
has been discovered, and everything you've known 
comes cold and clear. You don't have the words. 
She's like. She's like.  
A broken wrist with its hub of bone.  
A pearl. A stone. A tossed coin. The thin note 
singing from rimmed glass. 
 
See how luminous? See how wide? 
She is the owl's eye, full of kills, 
stars at her feet like old skulls. She has eaten the dark.  
A hundred deer simmer under her. 
The bats fly like exclamation marks. 
 



 

When did you write the poem? 
I wrote "Blue Moon" a few months ago, a week or so after the night of 

an actual blue moon. 
 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life? 

The night of the blue moon was freezing cold, and the skies were clear 
apart from this wreath of blue cloud around the moon. Everything was very 
still and eerie, and I remember thinking that there was an almost sinister 
cast to the moon - there are so many poems that feature her as some kind 
of goddess or mother, but that night she seemed to be a cold, almost men-
acing kind of figure. I remember thinking of Hans Christian Anderson's 
Snow Queen as I wrote the poem– that sort of beautiful but deadly charac-
ter, all killing-cold under the gorgeous surface. 
 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easiest? 

The hardest thing was definitely avoiding clichés. There are so many 
poems written about the moon that it's hard not to tiptoe into previously 
charted territory. I cut line after line when I was writing— as soon as I 
thought an image seemed familiar, out it went. The easiest part was the 
ending— I got those lines pretty quickly, and so I was working towards 
those last spooky images of the deer and the bats, which helped to route 
and focus the rest of the poem. 
 
Was there anything in your original conception of the poem that did 
not make it in? 

I generally cut as I'm going when I'm writing, and with this poem, it was 
just a case of immediately snipping out any tired images or clichés as soon 
as I caught them. I wanted the poem to be like the moon I was describing 
—cold and spare and clear— and anything that didn't fit with that got cut. 
 



 

Do you primarily write poetry? 
Yes, although I also write fiction and creative non-fiction. I wrote sto-

ries more when I was younger, and then turned to poetry when I was maybe 
seventeen or eighteen. I liked how concentrated it was. 
 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process? 

I write a lot from single words or phrases. I'll get a line, and it really does 
feel like it comes from nowhere, like I've caught the tail end of a kite-string, 
and then it's just a case of reeling in the rest— so many of my poems have 
come that way. I also write a lot in bed— just my laptop and a lamp. I like 
feeling quiet and contained.  
 
Who are some of your favorite authors? 

I read madly, and usually have three or four books on the go at any one 
time, so this is a hard question to answer! With regards to poetry— Ted 
Hughes was probably my first love, and I was also smitten with Sylvia Plath 
from the first time I read her work. They were probably the first two poets 
I really gravitated towards, and I still go back to both, over and over. I love 
Laura Kasischke's work— her poetry is beautiful, and her fiction is just 
gorgeous, and I also find a lot of new poets online and then hunt down 
anything of theirs I can find: poets like Anna Meister, Ocean Vuong 

Fiction-wise: Michael Cunningham, Jeffrey Eugenides, Susan Fletcher, 
Margo Lanagan, and I love everything Elizabeth Gilbert has written. I 
thought her novel (The Signature of All Things) was absolutely breathtaking— 
it made me want to write forever. I also recently read Lidia Yuknavitch's 
memoir (The Chronology of Water)— her writing is beautiful, and I can't wait 
to read more of her work. 
 
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you write in any other 
genres or work in any other mediums? 

I always wrote when I was little– poems, stories, plays. Mostly stories, 
though. I started writing primarily poetry when I was maybe seventeen or 
eighteen, although I didn't start submitting to magazines and journals until 
I was well into my twenties. I wanted to learn as much as I could before I 
started letting people read what I had written— I wanted my writing to be 
as good as it could be, and I didn't want my first amateur scribblings to 
haunt me forever. I just recently started writing fiction again, and am ten-
tatively working on a novel. 
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 



before? 
I'm looking at putting together a website at the moment, so hopefully 

that should be up and running soon, but until then, googling "Cheryl Pear-
son poetry" brings up a fair few examples of my work. I'm also hoping to 
publish my first pamphlet this year. 
 
What drew you to Driftwood Press? 

The beautiful poetry I found there, and also that there were interviews 
with the authors— I loved that. Getting that peek into someone else's pro-
cess. Writing is such a private and solitary act, so it's fascinating to get a 
glimpse of it in the light. 



 

 

 
This is where the shadow lives. 
The child that it once belonged to  
 
has left the room behind-- 
like outgrown pajamas  
 
or a toy with missing parts. 
Or perhaps the room has run away  
 
to find the boy, 
living now with his mother  
 
and her lover  
in a town along the Illinois. 
 
Where Lincoln once poled barges  
and declaimed the indivisible Union, 
 
where the dead rinse their hands  
in the cold dirt,  
 
and the sun washes  
bricked streets 
 
as vague and tenantless 
as the broken teeth  
 
of brawling river men. 
In the backyard, 
 
 



a boy, barely five,  
climbs on a rusting tractor. 
 
Hand over hand, 
he ascends-- 
 
blonde and empty  
as the hair of evening 
 
or a father’s absent cry 
closing now the door 
 
of the boy’s old room,  
barren, but still breathing-- 
 
 
and very much alive. 



 

 

When did you write the poem?  
I wrote “A Boy’s Room” in the fall of 2015. The poem was occasioned 

by my then wife’s abandonment, an event that occurred rather infelicitously 
while I was doing chemotherapy. One day I was married, the next she was 
picking up her new lover at the airport in San Antonio with our four-year 
old son in tow. My marriage (and family unit) basically ended overnight. So 
yes, this poem was inspired by real life events. For months afterward, I was 
unable to enter the little boy’s room. Every scuff mark on the floor or wall 
held a captive memory. The poem grew from that experience. 

 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem?  

The hardest part of writing this poem was revisiting the rather ugly feel-
ings I had towards my ex-wife and her lover, animus which had to be fil-
tered through the love and longing I felt towards my little boy. It was a 
difficult time. The easiest part of writing this poem was staying in touch 
with my feelings towards him. That was the anchor in this piece. This was 
one of those rare poems that wrote itself. There were minor word revisions 
and rearrangement of line breaks, but it basically came to me whole. I knew 
the place in Illinois where my wife and her lover had taken our child, a fact 
that only increased the poignancy for me. I only write poetry. It is, I think, 
the only way for me to get at the truths of everyday life, especially the fact 
that loss is what defines us as human beings. What it means to us, and more 
importantly, how we respond to it. 

 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?  

I’m a disciplined writer. I learned long ago that the only way to write 
good poetry is to write bad poetry, and the only way to recognize bad poetry 
is to begin writing good poetry. My first drafts are always rough outlines. I 
write in paragraph form (in longhand) and then insert line breaks. Then I 
begin translating my own work. Generally, the finished product is unrecog-
nizable when compared to the first drafts. That is why I never freak out 



when I see that my first draft is “bad”. The trick, I think, is to learn how to 
translate your own work. 

 
Who are some of your favorite authors?  

As for favorite authors, I favor poets like Wislawa Syzmborska, Charles 
Simic, Tony Hoagland, Linda Pastan, Henri Coulette, Weldon Kees, and 
Yehuda Amichai. I have a lyrical streak, but prefer working in idiomatic 
English. 

 
Where can readers find more of your work?  

My poetry has appeared in over forty US and International publications 

(including in Romanian translation). I will be featured in a forthcoming Tu-

pelo Press anthology of nine new poets. Most recently, I’ve published (or am 

forthcoming) in 491 Magazine, Lost Coast, Blue Bonnet Review, The Broadkill 

Review, A Quiet Courage, SoftBlow International Poetry Journal, Blinders, Burning-

word Literary Journal, Poetry Scotland (Open Mouse), Crosswinds, Scarlet Leaf, Sweet 

Tree, Atrocity Exhibition, Tamsen, Rat's Ass, Bad Acid, Crack the Spine, Collapsar, 

Grub Street, Slippery Elm, Ricochet, The Write Place at the Write Time, Steam Ticket, 

Razor, Origami, and Zabaan. I’m working on full length manuscript tenta-

tively titled Proof of Life.  

 



 

 
 
Inside that shack in the back 
where nobody lives  
where sand has blown to dust  
where dust has rolled into strands 
where windows strain to open  
& the table — its top a mosaic of hard-backed 
torpedo-shaped insects — 
stands upright with the aid of a matchbook 
 
where once someone did live 
before tiny houses were a thing 
where once the old electric broom 
that leans against the corner walls — 
plaid cloth cup deflated — 
caught those hair-like strands & ended 
the day full.



 

What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your own 
life?  

I woke from a dream in which there was a tiny old house in my back-
yard. In the dream I had forgotten or didn’t know about this house and was 
surprised to come upon it. Guests or renters were to arrive soon, so I went 
in to clean and put sheets on the bed. This was a dusty house, and I was 
happy to find an electric broom (a relic from my childhood). 

 
Was there anything in your original conception of the poem that did 
not make it in?  

Well, there were aspects of the dream that didn’t make it in, like how 
the house, while in my backyard, was simultaneously perched precariously 
on an outcropping in the ocean. That my small daughter would sneak out 
to swim, and just as I realized it and panicked, she would turn into my real 
life dog, paddling and barking. I thought I would transcribe the dream, 
which is what I usually do first, just to get it down, but it went off in its 
own direction, despite my intention. 

 
Do you primarily write poetry?  

Yes, primarily poems. I used to write fiction, until about fifteen years 
ago when my friend, the poet Michael Burkard, read a story of mine and 
said, “you should write some poems,” or something like that. I never looked 
back. 
 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process?  

I don’t think there is anything unique about my process. I do rely a lot 
on the very vivid dreams that arrive without fail, each and every night. 
 
Who are some of your favorite authors?  

So many! Grace Paley, Brenda Hillman, Claudia Rankine, the aforemen-
tioned Michael Burkard, Robin Coste Lewis, Nick Flynn, Gwendolyn 



 

Brooks, Alice Notley, Wanda Coleman, Marie Howe, Elizabeth Alexander, 
C.D. Wright, Fanny Howe, Kenneth Patchen, Eileen Myles, Alan Ginsberg, 
Patti Smith, Elizabeth Bishop, Langston Hughes, and on, and on, and on. 

Since the untimely passing of C.D. Wright, I have been re-reading her 
work and find myself addicted to her most recent book, The Poet, the Lion, 
Talking Pictures, El Farolito, a Wedding in St. Roch, the Big Box Store, the Warp in 
the Mirror, Spring, Midnights, Fire & All. 
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before?  

Readers can find some of my recent work in Apeiron Review, Gargoyle, 
Sonic Boom, and Lumina Online. 

 
What drew you to Driftwood Press?  

I am always looking for places to submit my work, and I was drawn to 
Driftwood Press because it’s such a good-looking multidisciplinary arts journal 
with interesting work on its pages.  
 
 



 

 
 
An SAE pledge last seen on an early morning run with fraternity brothers. 
 
This lake is rumored to be filled with catfish  
that could eat a boy like you, with glass in their gills,  
 
boat propeller fins, needle whiskers. In September still  
a swarm cradled you, laid your head on algae furls,  
 
packed red clay for a freshwater chrysalis to armor your skin.  
The morning they pledged you to water, your brothers 
 
lit the ripples with bright screens, strained to see familiar 
brown curls or a glint of your skin, pale as their own. 
 
Fallen pine needles unfurled their reflections on the black 
surface unbroken by your churning beneath.



 

 
 

Her job is buffing the pink onto flamingoes, 
a temporary punishment for riding on under- 
inflated bike tires and carelessly ripping an 
eye from a small mouth bass, hurrying to get 
back to the boys and the bonfire. She works 
only the flamingoes, who arrive like all birds 
at the Aviantiquarium, gray as the ashes of 
Pompeii. They don’t want be buffed any 
more than she wants to buff them but only 
the pelicans are allowed to remain gray. 
Flamingo tears drip into elaborate waxy 
necklaces, their screams off-key. She can buff 
three an hour, if no one bites. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                             
1 Image accompanies prior poem by Elizabeth Kerlikowske. 



 

She sat next to her mother on the longest day of her childhood, all 
dressed up and nothing happening. For hours. And only Saltines 
but no water. She watched giant flowers on the carpet clench and 
unclench their fists. Some were only petal outlines, but some  
were deeply, beautifully bruised. Her mother sighed, stretched, 
then put an arm around the girl. “Are you looking at the  
flowers?” The girl nodded. “Adults can’t see those, you know.” 
The girl said, “Then how do you…” Her mother said, “Oh I  
remember. I’m one of the adults who remembers.” Behind them 
there was bustle with some progress. Their long white slips made 
the bridal party look like panicked angels. The girl stepped around 
the flowers, which had turned inside out for the night, picked up 
her basket and stood wherever they told her.



 

 
 
 

                                                             
1 Image accompanies prior poem by Elizabeth Kerlikowske. 



 

When did you write the poem? 
These are new poems, part of a collaboration with painter Mary Hatch. 

We share the same sensibility and hope to produce a book. 
 
Are any of the themes inspired by your own life? 

My life bleeds into the works. With these particular poems, there wasn't 
really a hard part. I saw the pictures and the ideas immediately happened. 
 
What was the hardest part, and what was the easiest? 

The hardest part of creating these pieces is probably accepting how 
weird we both are, and the easiest is just writing. 
 
Do you primarily write poetry? 

I write short fictions as well as poetry. I used to call these prose poems, 
but I'm being retrained to the idea of flash fiction.  

I am also a visual artist, and I think that helps keep the images clear in 
my work.  
 
Do you have any recommendations for readers who enjoyed your 
work?  

My favorite book The Shape of Dad is out of print (March Street Press went 
defunct when the editor died). Last Hula is available from the Standing 
Rock Cultural Arts Center in Kent, Ohio. I'm also one of the writers that 
contributed to a new book called Nothing to Declare: a guide to the flash sequence. 
This is just out from White Pine Press.  Also in an anthology called The Female 
Complaint. My story from there was a finalist in a best-of-the-net competi-
tion. 

 
Is there anything else you would like to tell us about your work in 
particular? 

It is really important to me, as a community activist and president of a 
nonprofit dedicated to poetry, that my work be accessible to regular people. 



 

 
 
Institutions had broken down. I was left 

in the office of the Culture Department 

to meet and greet a foreign culture-bearer. 

I doubted she would make it from the airport. 

I doubted the airport. I doubted 

my own (a lowly adjunct’s) competence  

to discuss cosmology, ethics, the prospects 

in this new age for literary Bulgarian: 

whatever her specialty was or had been. 

 

In the street below, people stumble-surged 

forward, bit each other, ate 

whoever didn’t mutate. The three groups, 

quick, dead, transitioning, 

were less and less distinct. I reflected 

that the Great Simplification 

thinkers and religious types 

had often urged was being achieved, 

though on a materialist not spiritual 

basis. And questions like Why do they vote 

against their own interests? were being answered: 

this was their interest, and their use for brains. 

I wondered how much longer I could reflect. 

It didn’t make things feel more numinous. 

 

 



 

And suddenly the Bulgarian poetess 

was there, remarkably unfazed though out 

of breath. Slavering moaning 

people pursued her down the hallway, 

but we managed to shut the door and brace 

bookshelves against it. “I’ve got 

two candy bars and half a can 

of soda,” I said, but found 

her English not as good as one assumes. 

They pounded, scratched. “I don’t want to die,” 

I said, one of those deep, 

streamlined truths. She was lovely, 

grey-eyed. “Subatomic level, 

Planck length, 10 -35  

meters, no death, no need to fear,” 

she said, and placed her long and manicured 

fingers on my temples, met my eyes, 

and said something, or I did, a verse. 

 

 

 



 

 

When did you write the poem?  
Spring 2015. 

 
What inspired the poem? Are any of its themes inspired by your 
own life? 

Like the speaker, I’m an adjunct professor. Like many intellectuals, I’m 
often beset by zombies. I don’t think the theme of any good poem can be 
exclusively autobiographical. Good poems come from the interface be-
tween self and history. 
 
What was the hardest part of writing the poem? What was the easi-
est? 

Hardest: creating the right (and swiftest, and least wordy) set of spe-
cialties the “foreign culture-bearer” might have. Easiest: quoting the Bul-
garian poetess. I should mention that this figure derives from a John Up-
dike story, “The Bulgarian Poetess,” I read when I was young. 
 
Do you primarily write poetry? 

Exclusively. I don’t do prose. So far, if you want me to write an essay, 
you gotta pay. That may change. When I’m older I might pontificate. 
 
Is there anything unique about your personal writing process? 

The degree of obsessiveness.  
 
Who are some of your favorite authors? 

Milosz, Ritsos, H.D., Ekelöf, Montale, Reznikoff, and George Faludy. 
 
How long have you been writing poetry? Do you write in any other 
genres or work in any other mediums? 

I wrote my first good poem in August 1979, when I was 33. Before 
that I wrote bad poems and novels. Currently, I’m taking a drawing class, 
but don’t expect to frame or sell anything. 



 

Do you have any recommendations for readers who enjoyed your 
work? 

Cioran: “One must choose between Brahms and the sun.” 
 
Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been pub-
lished before? 

The Adventure and Happiness, both book-length narrative poems pub-
lished by Story Line Press. A Poverty of Words, a collection published by Prolific 
Press, 2015. Landscape with Mutant, a collection to be published by Smokestack 
Books (UK) in 2018. Many poems in print and online. 

 



 



 



 

  

 
 

How would you describe your aesthetic?  
If I had to describe it in three words, I'd say surreal monochromatic 

detail. 
 
Did you have a difficult time deciding on whether to add a title to 
your work?  

Usually it's not difficult for me to decide what to call a series and 
whether or not to title each photo within a series individually.  
 
When did you create the "Counterpart" series?  

I began working on the “Counterpart” series in 2013, and I've been 
adding to it ever since. 

 
Do you digitally manipulate photographs? If so, how much did you 
edit these?  

“Counterpart” consists of photos that are made by digitally overlaying 
one image on top of another to mimic the technique of double exposures 
made with film cameras. 
 
What inspired the "Counterpart" series?  

I always admired double exposure photography, but I wanted to create 
them digitally so that I could have more control over the final image. 
 
What was the hardest part of crafting the piece?  

Trying to imagine what photo combination I need to take before creat-
ing the final piece.  
 
What camera was this image taken with?  

A Canon 6D. 
 
How did you conceive of these images?  



 
It came to me after I began to try and recreate the look of double expo-

sure photography digitally. 
 
Did you have any goal in taking the image?  

My goal for each final image is to create a surreal art piece that reveals 
more detail the longer you look at it.  
 
Are your other photos similar in subject or focus?  

I do a wide range of photography; my other series are very different 
from “Counterpart.” I do artistic nudes, macro, and everything in between. 
 
What is your creative process?  

I start by photographing the initial portrait, then I set out to find a suit-
able landscape for the final piece.  
 
Who are some of your favorite artists? Do you have any recommen-
dations for others who enjoyed your work?  

I very much enjoy Dan Mountford's work, and he was definitely an in-
spiration for this project. His double exposure photography is very fasci-
nating.  
 
Where can our readers find more of your work? Have you been pub-
lished before?  

You can see a collection of my different series at my website (http:// 
www.samanthafortenberry.com/). 

I have been published before and featured on websites like Cosmopol-
itan. 
 
What drew you to Driftwood Press?  

While playing around online, I came across Driftwood Press and decided 
to take a closer look at it. I really enjoyed the magazine, the writing, and the 
art it featured. 



 



 



 



 

 

 
 

How would you describe your aesthetic? 

I have had a turbulent relationship with the fact that my aesthetic is 

often described as “feminine.” For a very long time, I resented that, or shied 

away from a “feminine palette,” questing instead for gray scale and serious 

consideration. But in my time as a teacher, I came to embrace the feminine 

in my work. I realized that I am so drawn to fabric because it represents 

domesticity. Even though so many of my paintings are of men, there is a 

sort of feminine energy that I apply to their postures. I spend a lot of time 

thinking about gender roles and identity, and I don’t think it is any happy 

circumstance that my first book of poetry featured three men as main char-

acters, as a sort of holy trinity. I think my aesthetic is a mash up of genres, 

as I never quite know whether I am painting a portrait or writing a poem. 

The disciplines collide for me, and it is in that strange territory without a 

name that I find myself face to face with a portrait of someone from my 

past. 

 

Do you have a difficult time deciding on whether to add a title to your 

work? 

Yes! Absolutely! Since I am a writer as well, words are very important 

to me. Since I am so interdisciplinary, I am always searching for ways to 

incorporate text into the painting. But there is a hierarchy of text and image. 

If I place a sentence on a canvas, it becomes the meaning of the whole 

painting. I struggle with the same tension in titles. “Disillusionment” is a 

reference to Wallace Stevens’, “Disillusionment of Ten O’Clock.” I have 

used other lines from that poem as painting titles as well, such as “Tigers in 



Red Weather.” Many of my titles are also derived from chapters and char-

acters in my writing. Sometimes it works backwards; the painting will help 

me discover its title, and then that title becomes a chapter or a character. I 

never quite know which way is up, and it is this very disorientation that 

keeps me chasing after titles and images. I think I am constructing some-

thing bigger, although I don’t know exactly what. A large part of the love 

affair is the chase.  

 

When did you create “Frida”? What inspired the painting? 

I remember painting “Frida” very clearly. I painted her on unstretched 

canvas nailed to the wall of my old studio in Uptown, with the train stream-

ing by rattling the windowpanes. There was something very strange and 

romantic for me about living in a new city where no one recognized me, 

and yet I wanted to paint a face I would recognize, that would root me in 

art history and implement a dialogue about influential women. I think in a 

sense, I was disoriented in a new city, and I was having trouble recognizing 

myself. So, I painted an icon. I was just trying to see straight. 

 

What was the hardest part of crafting these pieces? 

My pieces are all hard! I do know that I have a different energy when I 

am painting than when I am writing. My writing is sadder and more distant. 

I have to travel though a wormhole in order to write. My painting offers a 

slightly more lifting escape. If I have a headache, and I pick up my paint-

brush, my head clears. If I’m sad, even if I’m painting a memorial, getting 

lost in the brushstrokes of fabrics and flowers makes me want to sing. There 

is serious joy in my painting. There is a seriousness to the play. And yet, I’ll 

paint in a frenzy for a few hours, and then sit with a painting, frustrated and 

tormented by its presence for a few years. They are birthed very quickly, 

but in a sense they are never finished. Perhaps I don’t want to finish them, 

because in order to do so, I would have to let them go. 

 

Who are some of your favorite artists? Do you have any recommen-

dations for others who enjoyed your work? 



 

I am inspired so much by graffiti. My biggest influences include the Ital-

ian artist Blu, who makes large-scale animated murals. I love the way he 

invests in process rather than product, and that he sees whole buildings as 

merely sheets of paper, and often runs out of space. Along the same vein, 

I really admire the Portuguese street artist, Vhils, who chisels faces into the 

walls of deteriorating buildings, to help offer metaphorical homes to those 

who have lost theirs to demolition. And finally, I really admire the social 

conscience of the French photographer JR, who turns whole buildings and 

skylines into living portraits of those touched by violence and oppression. 

 

Is visual art the medium that you’re most interested in? 

I suppose art in the broad sense of the word is my primary interest. I 

always wanted to be a painter. Although when I applied to graduate schools, 

I got rejected from every single painting MFA, and was accepted immedi-

ately in writing. Writing always came easier for me, but I always had to work 

at painting. I think there was something romantic in that for me. I thought 

artists were supposed to struggle. When I got to graduate school, I was told 

that writing was the heart of my art. This was something I resisted at the 

time, but it unfolded for me in the years following. I know that I need nar-

ratives. I could never be an abstract painter, although I wanted it. I need a 

character to invest in, in order to have a reason to push paint around. The 

poetry and the stories give me a reason to paint. They ground me in an 

understanding of the four corners of the canvas. I could never speak the 

language of paint on canvas if there wasn’t poetry in its residue.  

And then it was like a magnetic shift. Once the painting started to come 

easily, the writing eluded me. I think by working in both mediums, I enable 

myself to keep building, even in the times when it’s hardest to know what 

to say or how to say it. 

  

Where can readers find more of your work? Have you been published 
before? 

I just released my first book of poetry and paintings, called “In Lieu of 
Flowers” through Tortoise Books.  We are calling it a collage in book form 
for the way it transmutes narrative through both paint and text. It was a 
really exciting project because my whole artistic career has navigated that 



tension between text and image, and the editors at Tortoise cropped the 
paintings, and paired them with writing. My body of work as a whole was 
already having a conversation, but some of the paintings and poems spoke 
to each other in a way that I hadn’t fully foreseen or understood. I needed 
another set of eyes to actually see my work. In this process, there was an 
element of giving up control that while frightening, was rather delicious. I 
loved being surprised by the connections that had been there all along, the 
messages in my work that were already present and full of body, right be-
neath my nose, but invisible to my eyes, which had seen them all too often. 

I also was recently the Founder’s Prize Winner at Rhino Poetry, and was 
nominated for the Pushcart Prize in 2015. Many of my murals and studio 
projects can be found on my website (http://www.rachelslotnick.com). 
Mostly though, my work is available to be seen on walls throughout the city 
of Chicago. I am very engrossed in public art because sometimes working 
with galleries, while so worthwhile and important, can feel like a limited 
audience.  I want to make work that is more visible.  With that public visi-
bility comes the good and the bad.  People will love it and people will hate 
it, but at least it’s starting a conversation.   

 
What drew you to Driftwood Press? 

Driftwood Press actually reached out to me initially. But I immediately ad-

mired and aspired to work with them. What stands out to me most about 

Driftwood Press is the way they approach writing as a process, not a final 

product. They weave together issues composed of graphic narratives, liter-

ary criticism, all manners of cross-genre work and interviews. In this way, 

they break the process of creativity down into bite-size chunks that allow 

readers some insight into the confusion and chaos of invention as a whole. 

This demystifies the idea of perfection, or art that came all at once. It allows 

readers to see writing as a growing process, an evolution from pre-writing, 

to drafting, revision, and reflection. This mirrors the way I attempt to teach 

writing in the classroom, and also encourages new perspectives on precon-

ceived concepts. By encouraging graphic narrative and short stories to share 

page space, Driftwood is opening up a dialogue that is strange and foreign, 

and full of potential for cross-pollination. 

 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about this work in 

particular? 



 

I think the most important thing about my work is that it is inherently 

personal. It is very difficult to make public work or to publish work when 

these images and stories are composed of memorials for those I have loved 

and lost, or memories that have begun to tear at the seams. But, I’m a 

teacher too. And I encourage my students to leave their hearts on their 

canvases. So, I try to lead by example. I leave bits and pieces of my heart 

on walls around the city. It’s painful and it’s frightening, but there’s no turn-

ing back. 

And I’m so committed to adult education. I have a tendency to float off 

into an atmosphere of abstraction and philosophy, and it’s the students who 

pull me back down to earth, and remind me that art is above all, about 

communication. They ask questions about work I’ve looked at a thousand 

times and never considered before. They root my questions about identity, 

sexuality, and power dynamics in the urban, in the contemporary, and in 

pop culture. I think at this point, my work is a love letter to the classroom, 

this never-ending pursuit of knowledge that continues to fluctuate and 

elude. Students push me to ask questions with answers that are just out of 

reach, washing away into deeper water. I already had my feet wet. But it’s 

students who make me want to swim. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 


